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Tri-State Defender's
Political Endorsements
"The South Independent Weekly"
AUGUST
The Memphis Tri-State Defender after reviewing
the platforms and qualifications of all announced can-
didates for the August 6 Primary Election has select-
ed the following for endorsements.
It is our belief that these carefully selected candi-
dates will best serve the interests of the black citi-
zens of Memphis. Those who have served previous
terms are also endorsed for their records of being
fair and impartial.
For Governor — Democrat John J. Hooker, Jr
U. S. Senate — Democrat Albert Gore
U. S. House of Representatives — 9h District
Michael Osborn
State House of Representatives
District 4
District 5
District 6
District 8
District 11
Criminal Court
Division 6
Tommy Powell
Harold E. Ford and James
I. Taylor
I. H. Murphy (Demo) Melvin
Cummings (Rep.)
David Elion, Jr. and Russell
X. Thompson
Alvin King
E. L. Hutton, Jr.
Court of Criminal Appeals
Eastern Division Charles O'Brien
SHELBY COUNTY GENERAL ELECTION
Sheriff Melvin Robinson
County Commission Harrel C Moore
and William Ingram, Jr.
General Sessions Court
Division 4 W. David Stinson
County Court Register
Guy Bates
SHELBY COUNTY DEMOCRATIC EXECUTIVE
District 3
Disrict 8
District 9
COMMITTEE
Michael Wayne Mink
Walter Lee Bailey, Jr.
(women) Mrs. Bob Green
District 9 Eric Anderson
District 11 Mrs. Alma Morris
(women)
District 14
District 15
W. J. Michael Cody
Howard A. Cohn
CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION
District 6 I. H. Murphy
District 11 Frank R. Kilpatrick
4000 Gather For Zion
District Congress
The sixteenth annual session
to the Sunday School and
B.T.U. Congress and execu-
tive Board of the Zion Dis-
trict Association recently end-
ed at the Hickory Hill Bap-
tist Church in Germantown.
Approximately 4000 delegates
and representatives from the
19 participating churches
attended the Congress.
The ntroductory sermon
was delivered by Rev. T D.
McKinney and the keynote
address was givn by Dean
J. W. Warford. Others deliver-
ing sermons included Rev.
D. G. Gray and Rev. W. M.
Faulkner.
Classes were informative
and during the general as-
semblies inspirational address-
es were delivered by the
Revs. B. Byas, H. Torrence
and R. Rembert.
A Queen Contest was held
and the youth were carried
on a motorcade to Collier-
ville, where they were served
refreshments. More than six-
thousand dollars was raised
during this session, from which
scholarships of one hundred
dollars will be given students
of the district in furthering
their education.
The General theme of the
Congress was "The Church's
Responsibility To The Chal-
lenge of The Seventies " The
president's final message of-
fered the delegates a challenge
to "Go As Far As You Can Go,
And When You Get There You
Caa See Further."
Officials of the Congress are:
Rev. H.P. Saixlridge, presi-
dent; Rev. S.L. Wicks, vice
president; Mrs. Victoria
Jones. secretary; Mrs, Lu-
cille Williams, assistant secre-
tary; Rev. .1. W. Warford,
Dean; Rev. H. Morris, assis-
tant Dean; Rev. E. Mays,
statistician; J.R. Brown, fi-
nance director; James Land-
ers, assistant finance direc-
tor, J. McGee, missionary;
Rev. B. Byas, treasurer;
Marvell Webb, chorister; Mrs.
Mary A. Myles, assistant
chorister, Mrs. B. Bonner,
president of choir; Mrs. E.
Watson, vice president; Mrs.
Mary A. Walker, pianist; J. B.
Payne and A..L. Tunstall,
Banking committee.
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HIGGS REPLACES HORTON;
OWS MORE AID TO POOR
Denies
Nigger
Epithet
C. B. "Cob" Smith, Jr. re-
ported that during one of his
regular visits to court, he
stopped in the circuit court
clerk's office and upon leaving
he met Circuit Court clerk
Ben Wessels who admitted that
he could "buy the niggers."
Mr. Wessels denied the charg-
es satting "This would never
come from me. I an not
that sort of man. I am not
stupid enough to think that I
can buy anybody."
According to Mr. Smith, Wes-
sels has also been reported as
saying that he has five black
employees. However, uponl
his visit to the clerk's office.
he did not see any. "The law-
yers are putting their own'
people in positions making
these big salaries," said Mr.
Smith speaking of Mrs. Chipel-
la who is Wessels' sister and
who is assistant chief clerk.
Mr. Wessels reports that
over a period of six years
he has appointed five clerks,
although now he has only two.
Those who have left have
moved to better paying posi-
tions.
Mr. Smith's wife is opposing
the incumbent circuit court
clerk in the August election.
According to Mr. Smith. "she
plans to straighten out a lot of
things."
Tries For
The Single
Shot Vote
Harrel C. Moore who is run-
ning for Shelby County Com-
missioner said in a recent in-
terview, that he hopes for a
"single shot" election. Mr.
Moore's rational is that there
are three top vote getters in
the county-wide race and in
'his instance, "It is known that
if all Black voters would only
vote once and cast that vote
for Mr. Moore, it would deny
two votes to white candidates
and place a single shot behind
Mr. Moore thereby guarantee-
ing him a seat on the County
Commission.
Mr. Moore says he expects
a massive effort and massive
support from the grassroots
of both the Black and white
communities. Last week, he
visited city and county hospi-
tals, the penal farm and
other public facilities citing
areas which he will endeavor
to improve.
Recently Alma Morris candidate for posft:on 11 se The
Shelby County Execudve Committee visited the Nassau
Bahamas where she met Mr lames Shepherd assisatnt
Premier to the Bahamas she was on tour with a YMCA
Organisatka.
FRANK PATILLO
FRANK
PATILLO
BURIED
Frank Paulo, Jr 21, known
locally by many high school
basketball enthusiasts for his
outstanding playing career
during his years at Carver
High was buried last week,
Monday July 18. The funeral+ While serving in the Air
Force, Dave Elion attended
the University of Delaware,
Wesley College, Amarillo Col-
lege, and West Texas State
was held the previous day,
Sunday, at Mt. Moriah Baptist
Church on Orleans St.
Elion To
Run In N.
Memphis
David L. Khoo, Jr., who
prefers to be called Dave,
has announced his candi-
dacy for State Representative,
District 8, which is the "heart"
of North Memphis. This dis-
trict covers an area from
Hollywood to Ayres and North
Parkway to Chelsea in the
Hollywood and Hyde Park
communities. All of New Chi-
cago is in the District in which
Dave Ilion is running
Dave Elion, 31, is a native
1 Memphian who attended ele-
mentary and secondary
schools at Melrose prior to his
joining the U.S. Air Force,
where he spent more than
eleven years. Upon presenta-
tion of his third honorable
' discharge from the Air Force,
Dave was also awarded the
Air Force Commendation Me-
dal for having distinguished
himself by meritorious ser-
vices as a Technical Writer.
Dave Elion was the first Negro
writer for the Air Force in his
specialty of work.
8 p m as a result of multiple Uni
He died July 14 at around
. 
.University. He is currently en-
stab wounds in the back. 
rolled at Memphis State
versity, where he is major
Four young black men: Mel- 
-1
yin Bynum, 18, of 525 E. Di- 
mg in accounting:
Dave Elion is employed
son; Alford Butler, Jr., 19, as a Production Scheduler
of 1785 S. Wellington; Andrew 
Dugger, 19, of 1768 Carver
No. 5; and Edward Hines, 21,
of 1332 Michigan are accused
of his murder.
In a hearing in City Criminal
Court on July 20, Judge
Churchill f o u nd "probable
cause" and bound the four
over to the state with a not
guilty plea to a charge of first
degree murder. Bond was set
at $1,500.
The four are reported out
on bond as of Monday, July
25, awaiting a hearing before
the Shelby County Grand Jury.
Scattered accounts have it
that an argument took place
between Patillo and the four
on the day of his death on
Lauderdale near Parkway. A
fight is supposed to have
erupted in which Patillo was
beaten with a tire wrench. He
is said to have fled only to be
caught and stabbed two blocks
away on Ely street.
Patillo graduated from Car-
ver High School in 1967 and
was a star on their champiort-
ship team of that year. He
was chosen as a member of
the state team that year, and
received such awards as the
good sportsmanship award and
most valuable player.
Morris'
Campaign
To County
Mrs. Alma Morris who is
running for position 11 on The
Shelby County Executive Com-
mittee has shift her campaign
to the rural areas of the
County. Her speaking engage-
ments included Brurwick High
School and a coke party in
Oakville.
On Friday July 24th, Mrs.
Morris entertained Mrs. John
J. Hooker with a coke and
coffee hour at her barber
shop at 1239 N. Evergreen.
Mrs. Deborah Cleaver has or-
ganized over 150 youth to help
Mrs. Morris in her campaign.
James Bradfield, President
of The Masters Barber Asso-
ciation endorsed Mrs. Morris
who is Business Managr of
the Organization and also
presented her with a check
for her campaign.
with the Firestone Tire and
Rubber Company. He has
been employed in this capacity
since September, 1968.
Dave is a member of the
Kennedy Democrat Organiza-
tion, the Shelby County Demo-
cratic Club, the Wilshire Park
Civic Club, and the Knights
of Columbus, a Catholic fra-
ternal organization.
He and his wife, and four
children, are members of the
Little Flower Church.
ODELL HORTON
won Faith In
Black Institution
Criminal Court Judge Odell
Horton, envisions a great fu-
ture for LeMoyne-Owen as a
center of black culture and as
a great motivating center for
black students.
"The black college first as
to define to the community its
own role. An institution as
Lemoyne-Owen has a real
mission as symbol to the dis-
advantaged young person,"
Judge Horton said in a recent
interview.
As he visualizes it, "The
disadvantaged young person
will be able to look at Le-
moyne-Owen and say "there
'lies the key to my future."
Dr. Robert J. Howse spoke
of the judge as a man who
'has led four lives and "who i
about to step into his fifth life
with equal qualifications, dig-
nity, and mastery." His four
lives as viewed by Dr. Howse
include Mr. Horton's previous
positions as lawyer, assistant
attorney general, hospital ad-
ministrator, and cr iminal
See Page 2
Otis Thus recently appoint-
ed Criminal Court Judge said
that he will carry on the pro-
grams of former Criminal
Court Judge Odell Horton, Who
was named President of Le-
Moyne Owen College.
Higgs stated, "I won't be
a Judge Horton, I will have
to be Judge Higgs." Higgs said
he would adopt some of the
programs instituted by other
Judges, such as Judge Wine-
man's Saturday Night Court
to council alcoholics and Judge
Horton's Program, the Bail
Bond Project and Ractify
the violation of t h e Landlord
and Tenant Relationship.
s On the issue of police brutal-
ity, Higgs stated. "in the area
of law confessions admitted
as evidence, this evidence must
be free and voluntary."
"If there is any evidence
of a forced confession, I will
strike the confession from the
record.
Higgs praised Judge Horton's
one dollar bail bond program
stating that it "equalizes the
rich and poor."
"When a rich man can pay
his bail and a poor man cannot
for the same offense, then
that makes the 14th Amend-
ment to the Constitution a
I myth.
I, "Law should be humani-
tarian and not oppressive
. . Law should be meaning-
ful and sympathetic • . . it
!should be just and equitable."
A native of Memphis, Higgs
has worked as a deputy
!criminal court clerk in the
iShelby county courts and
+ assistant public defender and
currently serves as a part-
time instructor of business
and constitutional law at
Lelloyne-Owen College. He
is associated in the practice
of law with the law firm of
Ratner. Sugarmon, and Lucas.
, He presently serves as a corn-
, missioner on the governor's
' consumer proteetion commis-
sion, Vice-President of the
Memphis and Shelby County
Bar Association's Legal Ser-
vices project, Board of Direc-
tors of the Memphis Bail Bond
See Page
E.L. Hutton Fannie Hamer To
Seeks Position
E. Hutton, who has repre-
sented defendants in various
criminal procedures as a de-
fense lawyer, seeks election
for Criminal Court Judge Di-
vision VI.
Mr. Hutton has had extensive
experience in business as a
E. L. BUTTON
president of two life insuranu
companies and a director ot
two life insurance companies.
He has owned and developed
land, built apartments, owned
an ice cream parlor, and at one
time was in long distance mov-
ing business
He believes that his experi-
ence as a lawyer serves as a
criterion for his becoming
Judge. have represented
defendants who are faced with
arrest, trials convictions, sus-
pended and probated sentences
See Page 3
upport Dowdy
Mrs. Fannie Lou Hamer. this." Mrs. Hamer said she, South Parkway East to Lamar
a national political figure and
"civil rights queen." will come
to Memphis this week to en-
courage unanimous support
for the election of George
A. Dowdy, candidate for State
Representative, District II,
Mrs. Hamer is noted na-
tionally for her vigorous par-
ticpation in political cam-
paigns. Although the District
II race has three black candi-
dates, Mrs. Hamer stated "the
BEST candidate must be
elected." She emphasizes the
importance of "good" and
"true" reprensentation.
She also feels that a repre-
sentative should put "his con-
stituents first and too often
elected officials fail to do
is totally convinced thatl Avenue into Park Avenue.
1 George A. Dowdy's record past the Lamar-Airways Shop-
as a civil rights worker, com- ; ping Center to the Sky-Vue
munity servant. businessman. Theater. At the theater at 5:00
and public school teacher p.m. will be a big political
would not only be an asset to rally. Mrs. Fannie Lou Hamer
the llth District, but an in- illPh-- be the key speaker. Otherstrument for progress of black °
and poor people. Mrs. Hamer national and local figures
was instrumental and influen- have tentatively promised to
tial in the recent victory of the be present. There will also be
election of Kenneth Gibson
entertainment. Mr. Dowdy is
as the first black mayor of 
Newark, New Jersey. 
inviting
all of his supporetrs
to participate in both the cars-
She will arrive in Memphis, van and the rally.Saturday morning, August
1. A motor caravan will as-
semble on Kerr at Wilson near
Hamilton High School at 3:30
p.m. A portion of the district
will be toured and then the
caravan will proceed out
Also at 7:30 p.m. Saturday,
August 1, the "Supporters for
George A. Dowdy" will spon-
sor a Steak Supper at the
Shelby County Democratic
Club at 313 East McLemore•
Dr. Herman Stone Appointed
New President Of Lane
Bishop B Julian Smith.
chairman of the Board of
Trustees at Lane College in
Jackson, Tennessee announc-
ed that Dr. Herman Stone,
Jr., has been appointed the
new President of Lane Col-
lege He will succeed Dr.
C. A. Kirkendoll. Dr. Kirken-
doll, recently elected Bishop
of the C M.E. Church, will
Dr. Stone was appointed
Dean of Instruction at Lane
College in 1960 Since that
time, he has performed an
excellent job. Dr. Stone was
born in Tupelo, Mississippi.
He received his B S. degree
from Lane College in 1946. In
1950, he received his Masters
terminate his service August degree from liuward Univet
31, 1970. sity in Washington, D.C., and
his Ph.D. from the University
of Colorado in 1962
He is married to the former
Mary Francis Houston and
has one son. Maurice. age
10 Dr, Stone is the sem*
president of Lane college to
be appointed, since it was
founded in 1882.
Pr
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WASHINGTON — Gov. George Wallace's victory
ii Alabama could havb- been a blessing in disguise.
1 he Administration has been sizing up the potentialrinth of the little southern demagogue and the
sroathision has been reached that Wallace could siphon
citt even snore votes 'hi '72 that he could two years
"so. This threat of Wallace support wrecks havoc
with the established Southern strategy. Consequently,
tbere has been a decided shift in patterns and pro-
Atams. Look for a relaxing of attitude on the part
a oifierial Washington to students, blacks and liberals.
iateh for an escalation of program involving the
irother, including new appointments and a more
14nient view toward ghetto issues. There could be
ai. playing down of some militants with which the
Iministration is associated for alliances with some, the "voting" blacks. This new approach has block-
e1 the impending resignations of Bob Black in the
White House and Jim Farmer at HEW. The feeling
it that any separations now would do great damage.
: ITEMS. ITEMS4TEMS: The change at the Equal
gmployment Opportunity Commission will include a
Task Force revitalization program which will re-
direct EEOC in the direction chairman Bill Brown
wants it to. Brown is determined to remake the
commission in his own image. He also intends to
strengthen it within the bounds of its limited juris-
diction . . . Bill Powell on the African desk at State
underwent surgery last week. He was surprised when
physicians discovered a problem while giving him a
roufine check for an overseas assignment. Powell
is presently checking leads for some visiting African
journalists . . . NBC's Bill Matney's wife died here
early last week. She had been in ill health before
they arrived here from Chicago where Bill served
the network previously . . . Rev. Jesse Jackson is
welding a coalition for effective political support
around the country. Already, the political arm of
Operation Breadbasket has helped out in Newark,
Cleveland, Gary and St. Louis.
RIGHT ON: More and more artist groups are
dosing ranks behind the window of the late Dr. W. E.
B. Dubois since the State Dept.. is denying the 71
year. old woman a visa. Shirley Graham DuBois, a
celebrity in her own rights, has been invited to this
country. The Black Academy of Arts a n d Letters
has invited Mrs. DuBois to be present when Dr.
DuBois inducted into the aondemy's Hall of Fame,
Sept. 20. The mobilization has been national in scope,
by artists. writers and others in the arts. The barring'
allegedly stems from the Justice Dept.. on a recom-
mendation to State. Mrs. DuBois now lives in Cairo,
Egypt. . . Hundred or so black singers of the pro-
Israel advertisement in the New York Times — Wash-
ington Post, were shocked at the negative action
that pertained thereto. In addition, some of the sing-
ers said that they had heard little from their Jewish
friends to offset the militants reaction . . . The Capital
Press Club will host its dinner this fall. Ethel Payne
is its new president.
/LAPPING AWHILE: If Kenya carries through
its proposal to make Swahili its official language by
1974, it will be the first country of substance to
make this judgment. Kenyans will be expected to
converse in Swahili, but not to forget that English
is a basic language. It would give militants a legiti-
mate peg onto which to hang the whole Swahili-syn-
dront. Larry Still of the Community Relations Serv-
ice will he setting up another of his important con-
ferences shortly. This one will probably be in the
midwest. Larry was out to Chicago during the black
publishers confab looking over the terrain . .. Sen.
(See Page I)
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Horton
('enthused From POO 1
court judge.
Forty-one-year-old S h e 1 by
County Criminal Court Judge
Odell Horton was elected pres-
ident of LeMoyne-Owen Col-
lege at a special session of the
board of trustees Tuesday
afternoon, July 21.
LeMoyne College, founded in
1870, and Owen Junior College,
chartered in 1954 were merged
in 1968. There have been eight
presidents, six at LeMoyne
and two at Owen.
Judge Horton will succeed
Dr. Hollis F. Price who has
served as president for 27
years. Dr. Price, a native of
Virginia, will remain in Mem-
phis and join the staff of WMC-
TV as an executive officer.
After the trustees elected
Judge Horton to the post, Dr.
Price said: "Odell Horton is a
person with great ability and
exemplary character Because
of this I leave the college with
peace of mind and the know-
ledge that its affairs will be
in good hands."
LeMoyne-Owen, a commuter
college with a enrollment of
700, receives financial support
from its two founders. the
American Missionary Associa-
tion of the United Church of
Christ, and the Tennessee
Baptist Missionary and Edu-
cational Association.
LeMoyne Owen has just com-
pleted a $1,656,000 campaign
and presently is erecting a
science-mathematics learning
center.
Judge Horton said he would
send his resignation from the
court to Governor Buford
Ellington within the next few
days.
The effective date of the re-
signation probably will be Sept.
1, he said.
For the future, Judge Horton
said, he visualizes a pattern of
growth for LeMoyne-Owen.
Expanded offerings in business
administration: a strong pro-
gram in urban affairs where
students interested in social
change can receive special
training in areas as race rela-
tions, housing, health services,
and transportation: and the
development of special training
programs in fields where there
are large bodies of black con-
sumers, especially in court
and hospital administration.
A native of Whiteville, Tenn.,
Judge Horton resides at 179
Horn Lake Cove, with his
wife, Mrs. Evie L. Horton, a
home economics instructor at
Hamilton High School, and
their two sons, Odell Jr., 7,
and Christopher, 2.
He received his elementary
education at Bolivar Indus-
trial School in Bolivar, Term,
and was graduated from Allen
White High School in Whiteville,
Than.
He earned his undergraduate
degree in 1951 at Morehouse
College in 1951 and received
the law degree in 19.56 from
Howard University Law School
In Washington D. C. and re-
ceiver his license to practice
law in the State of Tennessee
in 1957.
Judge Horton was born May
13, 1929. He is a veteran of the
United States Marine Corps,
having served two years, 10
months and five days.
He is a member of Mt.
Pisgah CME Church where he
is a senior steward, the
NAACP, the American Bar As-
sociation, and recently was
elected to the board of manage-
ment of the Methodist Hospital
in Memphis. He is a former
member of the board of direc-
tors of Family Service in Mem-
phis.
Attorney Hortos began
practicing law in Memphis in
June of 1957 and continued this
practice until April. 1962. He
was appointed assistant United
States attorney for the Western
district of Tennessee April 2,
1962.
He held his post until tht•
end of 1967- On Jan. 1, 1968 he
was sworn in as director of
the Division of Hospitals and
Health Services in the City of
Memphis, continuing this posi-
tion until Dec. 31. 1968 at which
time he accepted the appoint-
ment of judge of Shelby County
Criminal Court, Division 4.
Judge Horton holds two
"firsts." As director of city
hospitals. he was the first
Negro to hold a top city
government post in Memphis
and he was the first Negro
since Reconstruction to serve
in this area as an assistant
U.S. attorney.
As a judge, his most notable
work was in bail bond reform
which provides nominal bond
for a person who cannot afford
regular bond but whose record
indicates that he can be trusted
to appear for trial. His current
crusade is against settlements
of almost all criminal cases by
guilty pleas. whereby sentences
are compromised in agreement
between the defense attorneys
and the attorney general.
"This unduly restricts the
role of the judiciary in deter-
ming punishment," he said.
He is credited with raising
the role of Negro hospital
workers and creating better
hospital conditions for patients
as well as workers.
Judge Horton was presented
three outstanding awards in
1969 — (1) the L. M. Graves
Memorial Health Award by
the Inter-Agency Health Com-
mittee of the Mid-South Medi-
cal Center Council, (2) the
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honorary doctorate of humani-
ties degree by Mississippi In-
dustrial C o liege in Holly
Springs, Miss., and (3) the
Distinguished Alumni Award
by the Howard University
Alumni Federation in Washing-
ton D. C.
LEROY 0. MOORE
Leroy 0. Moore
Appointed Assistant
SCHENECTADY, N. Y. — Le-
roy 0. Moore, a 1970 graduate
of Wesleyan University, has
been appointed an assistant
director of admissions at Un-
ion College, effective immedi-
ately. Union president Harold
C. Martin announced today.
A native of Memphis, Tenn.,
Moore 22, majored in psycho-
logy at Wesleyan where he as-
sisted the director of ad-
missions working with minori-
ty students.
As a member of the Union
admissions staff, Moore will
be conducting campus inter-
views with prospective stu-
dents, visiting high schools
throughout the country and
assisting in the evaluation of
candidates and selection of the
incoming freshman class at
the college.
Higgs
Continued From Page 1
Committee, Board of Directors
of the Memphis Branch of
the N.A.A.C.P., chairman of
the alumni division of the
LeMoyne College fund raising
drive, and many other busi-
ness, civic, religious and fra-
ternal organizations.
Higgs is married to the
former Carole Ann Rooks, a
member of a pioneer Memphis
family, and they are the proud
parents of a four year old
daughter. They attend the
Middle Baptist Church where
he is a member of the Board
of Trustees. Higgs has been
most effective as a champion
for the rights of the poor
and oppressed. Higgs did not
endorse anyone for the up-
coming election.
RE-ELECT
BEN C
WESSELS
CIRCUIT COURT
CLERK
ENDORSED BY OVER 500
SHELBY COUNTY ATTORNEYS
A PUBLIC OFFICIAL OF PROVEN ABILITY
AND QUALIFIED BY 18 YEARS
EXPERIENCE IN THIS OFFICE •
Paid for by friends Of Ben C.
Wessels, Jr., Carlton N. Wilkes and
Olen C. Batchelor, Co•Chairmen.
Hutton
Continued From Page 1
and various criminal proce-
dures . . How can a Judge
understand all of tile issues in
a trial if he has not defended
people" Mr. Hutton said recent-
ly.
For many years be has bees
a , membnr of the Methodist
Church, having served as a
youth director of Wesleyan
Hills Methodist Church. He al-
so served as Sunday School
teacher, and has been a lay.
day speaker. For a period of
time Mr. Hutton was on the
official Board of the Church
and understands problems re-
lated to church affiliated per-
sons.
Presently he is closely affili-
ated with the Memphis and
Shelby County Public Schools
serving as assigner of all
basketball referees for all high
sehool games played in Region
15. To carry out the responsi-
bility it is necessary that Jaa
attends the games at all the
schools.
9/DAISY NOWSHOWING
FIRST MEMPHIS EXCLUSIVE RUN!!
•Lturses Curlitarin
Ey nit Ilite.-Agratve
11144 avert Hot,ke.
Last of the
Mobile Hot-shots
UNDER 18 NOT ADMITTED
ADMISSION $1.00
Elect a Great Democrat
STAN SNODGRASS
For Governor
As a former State Senator, Stan Snodgrass con-
sistently supported programs to improve the
status of the underprivileged; to provide quality
education for all children of Tennessee; to make
justice and equality for all a reality; to improve
the economic position of each and every
Tennessean; and to provide adequate health
facilities for the poor and underprivileged.
Stan's forthrightness is readily apparent in informal conversation.
STAN SNODGRASS has the experience...
has the qualifications.., has the ability...
has the good heart .. has the understanding
to be a governor you will be proud of.
Paid for by Snodgrass for Governor Committee,
Keith McCord, Chairman.
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Church Bulletin
PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST TO HOLD MEN'S DAY
Men's Day will be held at Progressive Baptist
Church, 394 Vance Ave. on July 26, 1970. Rev. 0. C.
Collins, Sr., Pastor, will give the eleven o'clock Mes-
sage. Dr. A. E. Campbell, Pastor of Columbus Bap-
tist Church will give the 3:00 p.m. message. The mu-
sic will be rendered by the Progressive and Columbus
Baptist Church Male Choruses Everybody is welcome.
NEW ERA BAPTIST TO OBSERVE
APPRECIATION DAY
Appreciation Day will be observed at The N e w
Era Baptist Church, 797 Laurel. The minister and his
wife, Rev. and Mrs. Frank Briscoe will be honored.
The occasion is set for August 2 at 3 p.m. Guest
speaker will be the Rev. Coleman Crowfort of Middle
Baptist Church in VVhitehaven. The public is invited.
VANCE . . . WOMEN'S FELLOWSHIP TO HOLD TEA
The Women's Fellowship of The Vance Ave. Bap-
tist Church will hold its Summer Fashion Tea on Sun-
day August 16 at 5:00 p.m. The place will be 1989
Prospect Street, Memphis, Tennessee. Pastor is Rev.
R. L. Drain, Sr.
THOMAS CHAPEL TO PRESENT
"SIGNS OF THE TIMES"
A presentation of "The Old and Modern Signs of
The Times—
 will be held in the Auditorium of T h e
Thomas Chapel Baptist Church, 3331 Chapel Road, on
August 16, 1970 at 7:00 o'clock. p.m. This presentation
is being promoted by Mrs. Evergreen Caldwell. The
famous drama was written and produced by the au-
thor, Dr. W. Herbert Brewster, Sr., decades ago.
Music will be furnished by the Cardova-Callierville
Community Chorus, and other outstanding talent. Mrs.
H. P. Sandridge is sponsor and Rev. H. P. Sandridge
is pastor.
REV. MORGAN TO ATTEND FAMILY RE-UNION
The Rev. Wrennie Morgan, Sr., S. T. M. Church
Representative-OIC and co-pastor of Emmanual Bap-
tist Church of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, will attend
a re-union of the Morgan Family in Memphis, Sunday,
August 2, 1970. The re-union will be held at the Fami-
ly home at 116 Shop Road, Memphis. Rev. Morgan,
who attended Weaver Elementary, Manassas High
School and Roger Williams College of Memphis, Tem-
ple University and The University of Pennsylvania
will preach at the Riverside Baptist Church at Mitch-
ell Road below Horn Lake Road, at 11:00 a.m.
ST. MATTHEW TO PRESENT TEA
St. Matthew Baptist Church will present its Tenth
Annual Fellowship Tea, Sunday, August 9, from 4 to
6 p.m. The event will take place at the Sheraton
Peabody Hotel Ballroom, 149 Union Ave. The public
is invited. The Rev. H. H. Harper is the pastor of
the church and Mrs. Octavia Thompson is the general
chairman of the tea.
BLOOMFIELD BAPTIST TO HOLD WOMEN'S DAY
The Bloomfield Baptist Church, 123 S. Parkway
West, will celebrate its Annual Women's Day on Au-
gust 2. 1970 at 11:00 a.m. The speaker will be Mrs.
Ruby Biles who will speak at 3:00 p.m. and M r s.
Ophelia Flowers. Friendship Baptist Church. R e v.
S. S. Biles is pastor.
CENTENARY TO PRESENT FOLK MUSICAL
On Saturday, July 25 at 7:30 p.m., Centenary
United Methodist Church presented a folk musical
entitled, "Tell It Like It Is." The cast for the musical
came from Columbus, Kansas. They are young peo-
ple on tour "To share love, brotherhood and financial
aid to minority groups." Approximately thirty young
people performed, using their own instruments. The
freewill offering will be used to assist children and
youth to have a camping experience. Scholarship aid
is necessary for many of the 150 members of Cen-
tenary who plan to attend.
SEE
TOMMY
GRANT
HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
(If he can't he doesn't
deserve your business)
Hers is one of the outstandingautomabile salesmen
in the Memphis area. Naturally, he's at Union Chev-
rolet. Tommy Grant is ready to show you an outstand-
ing selection of fins new and used cars and trucks.
H. con be of great help in assisting and advising
you on financing. See Tommy Grant. . . Make a No. I
Buy on America's No. 1 Cor -- Chevrolet at Union.
2200 LAMAR
32-36J1
.1 
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DEFENDER
Muskie Raps Crime Bill
Senator Edmund Muskie
(D-Maine) called the provisions
of the D. C. Crime Bill "bad
bargains forced on the people
of the District by quick
answers and easy solutions."
Saying that he plans to vote
against the bill, Senator
Muskie charged that the sec-
tions of the bill providing for
wiretapping, no-knock searches
and preventive detention "make
the peoplet of the District sub-
jects for an experiment in re-
pression.-
Noting that "the law we,
write for the District should be
a model for all the fifty states,"
the Maine Democrat said that
"the security and the privacy
of our own constituents is also
at stake. . . If we pass ill-con-
sidered legislation for this juris-
dicti O n, it will reverberate
throughout the nation."
I The Senate must vote either;
Science Institute
Offers Challenge
JACKSON, Miss. — Summer-
time and the living is supposed'
to be easy, but for 40 junior
and senior high school science
teachers attending the Jackson
State College Summer Institute
in Biology, it's plain work.
Seventy-five dollars a week
plus $50 for each dependent
is enough to attract participants
from more than eight states
and yet the objectives of the
institute will help develop pro-
ficiency in some of the skills
and techniques that can bei
utilized in teaching biology. j
The teachers enrolled in the:
institute will take back homel
Biological Science Curriculum
Studies (B.S.C.S.) that will
challenge their pupils and of-
fer new approaches for their
subject matter.
Wilda A. Pigott, junior high
school science teacher. Kent-:
wood, La. states, "The Jack-
son State Program is w e 1 11
planned information, and of-1
fers materials that can be used!
on the junior high level."
She added: "The instructors
are well qualified and know
their procedures."
Mrs. Hattie Tillman, bio-
logy teacher. Wingfield High
School, Jackson, feels that she
is gaining valuable informa-
tion and a revised approach to
teaching.
Dean Rockwell, biology
teacher. Macomb. Illinois. says.
"I came to Jackson State Col-
lege because I felt I needed
help in the approach to the
B.S.C.S. method. The level of]
teaching meets that of any
college in the nation."
Other participants like James
Washington, biology teacher,,
Jonesville, Louisiana, find the:
institute very helpful in up--
grading them in the area of the
teaching of genetics.
In general, the participants
feel that they had only struck
the surface while attending
college here at Jackson State
College. They are gaining depth
in contents and subject matter
and this is very necessary to
meet the challenge and needs
of the new student.
to accept or reject the entire
conference report on the
measure. Although Senator
Muskie supports seven of the
nine titles of the bill, he said
in remarks prepared for deliv-
ery today in the Senate that
balance I can accept. It is not a
right and what is wrong with
the conference report is not a
Nance I can accept. His not a
balance which the citizens of
the District of Columbia should
be forced to accept."
Senator Muskie said the Con-
gress has "a clear responsibil-
ity- to_ at to halt the rise of
crime" in the District a n d
should pass "new programs
and policies aimed at restor-
ing a sense of safety and secur-
ity and freedom to go where
one pleases, by day or night."
He said the nation must re-
verse its priorities and spenl
more money for police, court
reform and penal institutions.
However, wiretapping', no-
knock searches and preventive
detention are "unwise and
unnecessary infringements on
our fundamental ideals of jus-
tice and freedom, our time-
honored sense of privacy and
our Constitutional Bill
of Rights."
Senator Muskie said that
these provisions are "neither
reasonable nor necessary law
enforcement tools. They are
instruments of fear. They are
tools of repression. And they
are measures which any free
society must reject.
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
H c
INC.
248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tennessee
'YOUR Company Makes What Yaw Ask he Anil
Creates What You Think Or
we are
proud to
announce —
our participation 4f
in the
BONUS Guns
COUPON PROGRAM
1
T
.0IN
THE
SAVERS!
-1°' MaidArfr
LOOK FOR
THIS SYMBOL
EVERY TIME YOU
SHOP...
YOU'LL SEE IT
ALL YEAR LONG
ON PRODUCTS
THROUGHOUT
THE STORE
BIG
STAR
-14fpi• c
$.714141p;
NOW YOU CAN SAVE OVER TWICE AS
MANY QUALITY STAMPS
ALL YEAR 'ROUND!
Savings estimated on average dollar purchases of participating products
Desegregation
Moves Ahead
ATLANTA — Stanley Potting-
er, director of the U. S. Of-
fice for Civil Rights, predicted
this fall would bring "the lar-
gest numerical leap" in school
desegregation in 16 years.
Pottinger told the Atlanta
Press Club more than 400
school systems were commit-
ted to desegregation this fall
and he did not see how that
could be labelled a "retreat"
on the issue by the Nixon Ad-
ministration.
He said there were over 400
school systems scheduled to
mix both black and white stu-
dents this fall. His office would
be concentrating on about 150
others which have no voluntary
plans and which are not under
court order.
He said the Administration's
efforts were aimed at "stable
progress without disruption or
needless controversy," and de-
mean a "virtual end" to dual
school systems
Vollt teal .Vlso•rtt-ernent
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Arnold Palmer Co.
Sues Atlanta Firm
CLEVELAND, Ohio — (UPI)
— An $18.7 million lawsuit filed
by the Arnold Palmer CO. is
pending in U. S. District Court
here against the Fuqua In-
dustries Inc. of Atlanta, Ga.
Palmer's Clev eland-based
company alleged Fuqua con-
MARINATE an economy
steak in Speas Vinegar.
Speas tenderizes, im-
proves flavor. Leave
the meat in the mari-
nade several hours
or overnight in the
refrigerator be-
fore grilling.
SPEAS
VINEGAR
.‘rl, et II•ement
tracted to sell it a manufactue
ing plant in California in es
change for 25 per cent of t is
Palmer Co. stock.
The Atlanta firm also Wa
supposed to lend Palmer $70,
000, the suit alleged.
SPARK a satai with Speen
Vinegar.Make a fresh dress-
ing; use your tavorile
recipe or go creative
and invent a new mei
Speas makes dress-
ing "better than bot-
tled"! Try it yote-
set/ and see.
FACE: Vinegar boob-
let with over 60 imp
to cook and ctesie
with vinegar. Write
Speas Company, 2400
Nicholson Ave., Kan-
sas City. Mo. 641=
Politteal Adverturement.
SENATOR ALBERT GORE
ANNOUNCES HIS
SHELBY COUNTY CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE
For The Democratic Primary, August 6
and
The General Election November 3
Mrs. David Acey
Roy Adams
Charles Allmon
Mrs.Charles Allmon
Eric Anderson
Mrs. Eric Anderson
H. Dix Archer
Walter P. Armstrong, Jr.
Mrs. Walter P. Armstrong, Jr.
Mrs. Bobby Arnold
Morris Austin
Mrs. Morris Austin
Wolter Bailey
Mrs. Walter Bailey
Dr.Peter Bannon
Mrs. Peter Bannon
Bert Barnett, Jr.
Mrs. Bert Barnett, Jr.
Michael D. Bennett
Mrs. Michael D. Bennett
A. E. Beaty, Jr.
Mrs. A. F. Benson
Mrs. James C. Blackburn
Arnold Blair
Mrs. Arnold Blair
Taylor Blair
C. D. Boartfield
C. W. "Wink" Bond
Ron Barad
Mrs. Ron Barad
Charles Branch
Mn, Charles Branch
0. D. Bratton
Marvin J. Brode
Mrs. Marvin J. Brode
Hugh M. Brown, Jr.
Larkin Brown
Senator William R. Bruce
Mn. Leslie H. Buchman
Representative Charles C. Burch
Lucius E. Burch, J.
Charles Burr
Rev. A. E. Campbell
Senator Drew Conole
0. C. Collins
Dr. Robert Cooper
Daniel N. Copp
Harry Cosby
Mrs. Harry Cosby
Dr. Charles W. Crawford
Patrick P. Carey
Mrs. Patrick P. Carey
David Caywood
Mrs. Burch Coywood
Mrs. Marjorie Cherry
Fred Chisenhall
Mrs. Rosa Clark
W. J. Michael Cody, Jr.
Mrs. W. J. Michael Cody, Jr.
Mrs. Lawrence Coe
Dolvon Coger
Mrs. Mary Walton Collier
Christopher Creech
Earl Crowder
Mrs. Earl Crowder
Edwin Dalstrom
Councilman Fred L. Davis
Mrs. Fred L. Davis
Matthew Davis
William L. Davis
Mrs. William L. Davis
Clarence Day
Mn. Clarence Day
Dr. Philip DeBoo
Mrs. Philip Delloo
Forrest Dickenson
Jean Dolan
James E. Eikner, Jr.
Mrs. R. Nelson Emery
Mrs. Thomas S. Eppley, Jr.
E. M. Eslick
Jim Evans
Herschel Feibelmon
Mn. Herschel Feibelman
Jeff Feibelmon
W. Otis France, Jr.
Charles H. Freeburg
Mrs. Harrison Gaddison
Sidney Genette, Jr.
Hal Gerber
Mrs. Hol Gerber
Ben Goodman
Barry Goldberg
H. B. Griffin
Mrs. H. B. Grlifin
Joe Guess
Mrs. Henry Hall
Mrs. John F. Harrington
Al Harvey
Raymond S. Hill
Mrs. Julien Hohenberg
M. R. Holliday
Mrs. Ben Hooks
The Rev. Edwin I Hoover
Mrs Edwin L. Hoover
Odell Horton
Jock Hurley
Mrs. Jack Hurley
Mrs. Norman Isenberg
Charles Ishee
James B. Jolenok
Mrs. James B. Jalenok
Mrs. Agnes Jaynes
Robert M. Johnson
Dean Jameson M. Jones
H. Gordon Kenna, Ill
Dr. Keith Kennedy
Mrs. Keith Kennedy
Fronk Kilpatrick
Bruce Kromer
Mrs. Bruce Kromer
Rev. Samuel B. Kyles
Mrs. Samuel B. Kyles
George Lapides
Mrs. George Lapides
Rev, James Lawson
Mrs. James Lawson
Craig Leake
Mary Ann Lee
Mgsr. Joseph E. Leppert
Mrs. Marshall Lewis
Dr. Frances Loring
Rev. Roy love
Louis R. Lucas
Mike Lupfer
Mrs. Mike Lupfer
Francis Mah
Mrs. Francis Moh
Dr. Harry Mahood
Mrs. Harry Mahood
James M. Manure
Mrs. Freida Mann
Rev. J. A. McDaniel
James A. McDeorman
Mrs. James A. McDearman
Con l Moore
Dr. Kell Mitchell, Jr.
Mrs. Kell Mitchell, Jr.
Joe A. Moore
Herbert B. Moriarty, Jr.
Charles Myers
Charles Morris
Mrs. Charles Morris
Dr. Martin Morrison
Mrs. Martin Morrison
Rev. James L. Netters
Charles Newman
William C. Nemitz
Bill Nunn
Edmund Orgill
Dr. Marcus W. Orr
Senator J. 0. Patterson, Jr.
A. P. Perkinson
Dr. Elizabeth Phillips
Kenneth Philpot
Clifford D. Pierce, Jr.
Daniel A. Powell
Representative Tommy Powell
Mrs. Tommy Powell
Thomas R. Prewitt
Dr. Hollis F. Price
Marvin Ratner
Howard Richards
Mrs. Howard Richards
Albert C. Rickey
Mrs. Albert C. Rickey
Dr. Joe Riggs
Dr. Donforth Ross
Mrs. Danforth Ross
R. H. Routon
Debbie Sale
Jeff Sanford
Mrs. Jeff Sanford
Joe Schaeffer, Jr.
A. R. Scharff, Jr.
Mrs. A. R. Scharff, Jr.
Paul L. Schwartz
W. Rowlett Scott
Mrs. Whittier Sengstoche Sr.
Mrs. Anne Shafer
Dr. Jacob Silver
Louis Silver
Mrs. Louis Silver
Dr. Joe V. Simone
Dr. Vasco Smith
Mrs. Vosco Smith
W. R. C. Smith
Dr. W. 0. Speight, Jr.
Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Jr.
John W. Spence
Mrs. John W. Spence
Rev. Edwin W. Stock
Mrs. Edwin W. Stock
Morris L. Strauch
Henry Sutton
Mrs. Henry Sutton
Mrs. Mary Kay Tolleson
Wilson Vior, Jr.
Mrs. Wilson Viar, Jr:
Dr. Robert Vidulich
Mrs. Robert Vidulich
Anthony Viscovich
Dr. Wolter Wade
Mrs. Walter Wade
Dr. Carl Walters, Jr.
Mrs. Carl Walters, Jr.
Dr. Thomas Wolters
Mrs. Thomas Walters
Knox Walkup
Mrs. Bernie Weinman
Leonard Welch
Henry B. White
Max Weinman
Mrs Max Weinman
Lorry C. Williams•
Bill Willis
Mrs. Bill Willis
Dr. Byron Wise
Mrs. Byron Wise
David Yellin
Mrs. David Yellin
Clarence Day, Chairman
Paid for by The Shelby County Campaign Committee to Re
-Elect
Senator Albert Gore, Daniel N. Copp, Finance Chairman
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Members of the Thomas Company Liaison
and South East area Sales and Marketing
representatives for Bottlers of Coco-Cola
were recently in Atlanta to attend a Mar-
keting Conference workshop at the soft
drink firm's home office. Shown here from
left to right are Tom Hill, Pensacola. Fla.;
Joffra Burns, Jr., Pine Bluff, Ark.; a n d
L. C. Hayslett, Memphis Tenn., discussing
a project during a workshop session on
Packaging and Display.
Miss. Blacks Profit With
Holmes College Switch
WEST POINT, Miss. — Mary
Holmes College has changed
its status from a senior college
to a community college in
order to better serve the low
income black young people
who are its clientele.
Supported and operated by
the board of national missions
of the United Presbyterian
Church in the USA since its
founding in 1892, the school
has changed to meet changing
needs of black Mississippians.
At first a seminary for in-
struction in domestic arts, it
became a teacher training
institute, then a junior col-
lege, and this past year added
a third-year course of study
preparatory to granting the
baccalaureate degree in June ,
But developments have made
it unrealistic to seek senior
college standing. With the
growing integration in schools
within the state, and the
accessibility of several ex-
cellent state colleges in the
area, the wisdom of creating
here an all-black senior col-
lege is highly questionable.
Yet the young people who
have come through the South-
ern black public schools need
more help, both financially
and academically, than the
previously all white colleges
are prepared to give them.
As a community college. Mary
Holmes can help to compen-
sate for the deficiencies in
their earlier education, and
those who graduate from the
Ali.411,411,41,41,4
1971. community college will
able to enter senior colleges
in the third year, thus cut-
ting the cost of their educa-
tion.
O4' 
BLACK HERITAGE NOTEBOOK'
..By REGINALD LARRIE
One of the many early black
explorers was a brave, bold
man by the name of Jean Bap-
tiste Pointe DuSable. He w a s
born in 1745, in St.jilarc, Haiti
and was the product of a mix-
ed marriage between a black
woman and a white planter.
When he was old enough,
Jean Baptiste was sent to
France for his formal educa-
tion While attending a French
school, he met Jacques Clem-
organ who later became a life-
time friend.
Although DuSable's father
had a thriving company called
DuSable and Son in Haiti, in
1765 Jean Baptiste came to the
United States with his friend,
Jacques Clemorgan. As rep-
resentatives of his father's ex-
panding business, Jean and
Jean and Clemorgan settled
Clemorgan settled in New Or-
leans. However, not long after
their arrival, the French terri-
tory of Louisiana was taken
over by the Spanish government.
Because they did not want
to fall into the hands of the
Spanish invaders, the two men
immediately left New Orleans
and went to St. Louis which
was another French-controlled
settlement. It was here that
DuSable and Clemorgan de-
veloped a good trading business
with the Indians. Unfortunately
b within a period of two years,e the British entered St. Louis
and DeSable was forced to up-
root himself again.
This time he and Clemorgan
traveled further north to Peoria
Consultants who have dis- Ill., where they were able to
cussed the matter with John settle among the Potawatomi
'Walton, president of Mary and the Peoria Indians. Al-
Holmes, and John Bennett, though De Sable later married
academic dean, have concur
-Ian Indian woman from one of
red in advising the school toithese major tribes, it is not
take this step. 
'known whether this union pro-'
Those students who had duced any offspring.
planned to take the senior After his marriage, DuSable
year at Mary Holmes are continued to operate his bus-
heing helped, through coun- Mess which frequently took him
seling and financial assistance, to Michigan where he met Pon. 
tomake arrangements for tiac. the great Indian chief.
entering other colleges. Mary During one of his business trips
Holmes will offer a curtailed away from Peoria, DuSable
junior year in 1970-1971, but
completed, he led his wife and
a small band of Indians from
Peoria to his new homeaite on
the lake.
At the time this move was
made, Potawatomi In
were roaming the area and
French traders often passed
back and forth between Canada
and St. Louis. This activity
made DuSable's little settl e-
ment an ideal stopping place
for Indians and French fur
traders.
DuSable's small settlement
began to grow because several
other structures were erected
and by 1300, the United States
was either claiming or parcel-
ing out the Northwest territor-
ies. Dissatisfied with these
changes, DuSable sold his land
holding and returned to Peoria
for a short time. Nonetheless,
the tiny settlement which h a d
been started by a black man
continued to grow and it later
became known as the city of
Chicago.
Jean Baptiste Pointe DuSable
eventually moved to St. Char-
les, Mo. where he died Aug. 29,
1818. It has been said that
whenever the Indians made re-
ference to him, they usually
added that "the first white man
to come to Chicago was a Ne-
gro.-
decided to build a trading cab-
for the 1971-1972 year nol in near the foot of Lake Michi-'
juniors will be enrolled gan. Soon after the cabin wasl iiks•so •ossommionnelloask...
*44.<11alms,
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"For All "
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Leave Of Absence Turns
Into New Black Business
PITTSBURGH, Pa. — When
the Gulf Oil Company granted
Raymond Clayton a leave of
absence from his job, it helped
open the way for a significant
new contribution to black econ-
omic development in Pittsburgh.,
Clayton took on the challeng-
ing task of establishing and put-
ting into operation a plaster
figurine plant run entirely by
black people. It's a big change
from his work as a computer
operator at Gulfs Neville Is-
land Terminal.
The plaster rigurine plant is a
project of the Business and
Job Development Corporation,
and is designed to aid black
economic growth by employing
and developing the skills of
disadvantaged black workers.
Piaster statuary making is
a rare art, and a plant of this
type completely run by blacks
is unique. Most of the items
being produced there now are
, coin banks, but deversification
into other plastic and ceramic
statuary items such as ash
trays and vases is being con-
sidered.
When the business and Job
Development Corporation was
making final plans to establish
the plant last year, Paul Nelson
of the BJD planning staff
thought Clayton would be the
ideal person to head the pro-
ject because of his training and
experience in the field. He
had been employed in a similar
plant in Pittsburgh after grad-
uating from Fifty Ave. High
School in 1954.
Clayton joined Gulf in 1967
, as an order clerk at the com-
pany's plant in McKees Rocks.
He was later promoted to com-
puter operator and transferred
to the Neville Island installa-
tion.
Gulf officials granted him a
I leave from his job last July,
and in August he went to the
Silvestri Brothers figurine
plant in Pittsburgh for three
months of further training in
plant operation techniques.
The Business and Job De-
velopment Corporation plant
was opened under Mr. Clay-
ton's direction at 7800 Susque-
hanna Street in Pittsburgh's
Homewood section in Decem-
ber. It is now producing about
500 plaster units a day, and
operating very successfully ac-
cording to Mr. Clayton.
As manager of plant opera-
tions, he supervises the work of
19 people who cast the statues,
finish, paint and dry them, then
pack them for shipping. All of
the employees received on-the-
job training at the plant.
Naturally, there are many
problems involved in such an
operation, but Mr. Clatyon has
overcome most of them. Most
of the people employed at the
plant were either unskilled or
low skilled before going to work
at BJD. Many had poor habits
of work attendance, and had
never held one job for a long
period of time.
"Manufacturing is a new
experience for most of o u r
workers," Mr. Clayton said.
"It's hard work, but they find
it's very satisfying to see some-
thing they produced with their
own hands We have a rapport
here that is beautiful."
The Pennsylvania Depart
ment of Community Affairt
granted funds to help get th
plant started, and to cove
operations while 42 people ar
trained. At the end of tha
period, some time in 1971, i
is intended that the plant wit
be a self-supporting non-profi
establishment, and those wh
received the training will con
tinue to work as permanen
employees.
Calyton says he enjoys th
opportunity he has had to hell
establish the plant. "The jot
allows me to interact with peo
pie from the top to the botton
of the spectrum," he said. "I
requires creativity, imagina
tion and resourcefulness."
Clayton gives some pointers on spray painting to Jerr‘
Mason at the Business and Job Development Corp. plaster
statuary plant in the Homewood section of Pittsburgh. Mr.
Clayton, on leave from Gulf Oil Co. — U. S., manage,
the all-black plant.
SOUTHIANDS SAMS SE
If by choice, you have a chance. 2 have a
choice 2 eat at the 1 restaurant in West
Memphis. Why not eat at the beautiful
Rusty's Retreat Restaurant in Southland. 12
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inee Sat. 1:30 P.M.
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In New Orleans • • • $2.89 Million Granted
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Accept
Job Plan
NEW ORLEANS — Black! Mayor Moon Landrieu prais-
leaders have agreed to a "New;ed the Plan and said it "is pe-
Orleans Plan" for a 20 per'culiarly suited to New Orleans
cent minority group member- and the city expresses its ap-
ship in all construction tradesipreciation and lends its sup-
craft unions. It is the sameiport."
plan rejected two weeks ago One representative said theby black leaders in Atlanta as Plan was devised to keep the
"weak and pallid." federal government from im-The five-year agreement was plementing more strigent racialannounced at a joint meeting hiring guidelines in New Or-of representatives of the con- lean.
struction industry, the unions, 
the city and a coalition of lo-4 However, the agreement does
cal NAACP and Urban League not obligate any of t he parties'
chapters. to remain in the Plan and
A NAACP
-Urban League co- any one may withdraw upon'
alition in Atlanta walked out 60 days written notice.
when the city's unions present- Also, there are no provisions,
ed the New Orleans Plan as a to keep records on how the
counter ' proposal to one sub- Plan progresses or to make the
mitt,ed by black leaders. The records available to state or
Negroes called it a "sellout." federal governments.
Plagues Talks
Stalemate Still
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) — as be did Sunday's
The stalemated contract talks ing, but was on ha
between the National Football afternoor talks.
League owners and players
droned through another
fruitless bargaining session for
the fourth straight day yester-
day with ,little on the horizon
to hint a solution in the ne-
gotiations.
The players met separately,
and then jointly with manage-
ment and federal mediators
for one hour in the morning
before recessing until mid-
afternoon when they recon-
vened for another joint session.
John Mackey of' the Balti-
more Colts, president of the
NFL P 1 a yers Association,'
skipped the morning session
Fund
WASHINGTON:
national program to assist
minority contractors, in the con-
struction field was formally
launched by John W Gardner,
Chairman of the National Ur-
ban Coalition and Secretary of
Commerce Maurice Stans. The
program, largest of its kind
ever developed, is backed by
$2,890,000 in public' and private
funds and begins operations in
Detroit, Las Angeles, New Or-
leans and Atlanta. It is to be
extended to 11 other cities, still
to be selected, by 1973.
Two of the highest National
Urban Coalition black officials,
John G. Gloster, director of
Manpower and Economic De-
velopment and his deput y,
Dickie S. Carter, were instru-
mental in the development of
MCAP — the Minority Contrac-
tors Assistance Project. Gloster
and Carter, with the help of
minority contractors and others
designed, the proposal, secured
the financing and traveled to
1.r.ey cities to gain insight on
implementation.
Details were announced at a
lay afternoon to dig into
various facets of the 88 mil-
lion difference in the four-
year pension plan which has
t meet- the two groups split so wide-
for the iy.
Tex Sch1limm, president of The difference threatens pro
the Dallas Cowboys, was the football for the coming yea!
lone management representa-'in the eyes of some observers
tive during the morning, None of the participants
but owners Ralph Wilson of budged from the adamant
the Buffalo Bills and Rankin "no comment" which J is the
Smith of the Atlanta Falcons i standard comment at the end
joined the afternoon session, of each session. However,
Schramm said he spent Sun
-,Schramm said any agreement
day night in Philadelphia on reached here must necessarily
the phone because, "Twenry be approved by the league
three owners in the league owners. Mackey was asked
want to know what's going whether the players must
on." approve any theoretical agree-
It was indicated that the ment which might be reached
players discussed matters but declined to comment on
proposed by the players own- the advice of the players legal
ers subcommittee named Sun- icounsel.
it\
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— A major joint press conference held by(
Gardner; Secretary Stans;I
Roger Wilkins, officer in charge;
of social development for the'
Ford Foundation; and David-!
son Sommers, chairman of thea
Equitable Life Assurance So-
ciety, Mr. Carter who has been
involved in the planning and
coordination since MCAP's in-
ception 13 months ago, now
leaves the Coalition to serve
the independent "spinoff" as
executive director.
Initial funding for the pro
gram eohsists of a $500.00o
grant from the Ford Founda-
tion, a $590,100 grant from the
Economic Development Ad-
ministration ( EDA) of the U S.
Department of Commerce and
a $2,000,000 loan from five
major life insurance companies
Metropolitan ($600,000), Pru-,
dential ($800,000). Equitable I
($350,000), New York Life,   l
($350,000), New York L if e
($300,000), and Aetna Life &
Casualty (S150.000). The loan is
75 percent guaranteed by the
Ford Foundation.
CLUB
For Minorities of Mrs. Effie Wooten of 1551The 46 Club met at the home46 CLUB
' 
Victor. The meeting was pre-
sided over by the president
Usually they have been litnitediss Dorothy Whitson. Mrs. E.
to small projects not requiring Tillinan. -read special reading
large seed capital or broad 0I Devotion. The organizationgave a scholarship to Miss
experience in cost estimating, and religious meeting. Mem-
accounting and bidding. , hers present were Mrs. James
'King, Advisor; Mrs. Ruby Al
A related manpower problem'! dridge; Mrs. Effie Wooten;
has developed in part because Mrs. Eva Tillman, Mrs. Cara
of the minority contractors'' Gleese, Mrs. James Whit e,
exclusion from the mainstream Miss Dorothy Whitson and Mis.'
Brown- Mrs. Londie Brown was
of construction activity as well,
. very unique in her fashionablej as the . lack of entrance op-! Clothes and thrti the years has
made a very successful teach-
men 
for minority work-I
into the skilled crafts. 
''sf l
er at Ford Elementary. i
Secretary Stens said the
• • •
EDA grant was eller° ed in
support of the national program
of the Commerce Department's
Office of Minority Business
Enterprise.
The $2,890,000 total will pro-j
vide revolving fundsnd tech-
nical assistance to help minor-
ity contractors in the targetl
cities get a large share of the
construction industry business.
While minority groups are
under
-represented in many
business activities, the statis-
tics in the construction field are
particularly dramatic. Of ap-
proximately 870,000 general and,
speciality contractors in the
country, fewer than 2,000 or l
two
-tenths of one percent, are'
black. Estimates of the numher:
I; f contractors among other'
minorities are not available but
the number is believed to be
similarly low.
NEWS
Lack of capital, inadequate
managerial experience, an in-
ability to meet bonding require- 1
ments have been among thet
reasons minority contractors I
have had difficulty competing
NATIONAL
By Diggs Datrooth
(Continued On Page 2)
Ed Brooke went home to his Massachusetts when
the rioters were raging. Brooke met with top lead-
ers, black and white and then toured the riot scarred
areas. It instilled confidence in the blacks who had
been to believe that the lone black Senator in the
Congress is "not your man." Ed Brooke proved other-
wise . . . The Rex. L. Francis Griffin, head of the i
Prince Georges County, Va., poverty program has '
resigned.
THATS AT RANDOM: Asst. HUD Secty. Sam
Jackson is trying to whip up support for his agency's
housing bill now pending in Congress. The proposal
will stimulate more production of housing units for
low income people as well as minorities. The bill
would also prohibit enforcement of zoning laws
where they might interfere with Government sponsor-
ed housing. The plan, ont of the more innovative by
the HUD Secty. George Romney will place home
building on a production-assembly line basis .
Former Pittsburgh health official, Dr. Herbert Domke,
who ran afoul of blacks in that Pennsylvania city,
is now being charged with the self patterns in St.
Louis where he became a public .health official
there. A crew of black political leaders have asked
the city's mayor to fire Domke over bias practices
in the St. Louis hospitals . . . When former Assembly-
man B. Rumford comes to town to take his new job,
California will have lost one of its most noted public
figures. Rumford, an uncompromising legislator in
Sacramento, found himself on the outside after he
lost his. bid for -the California State Senate.
INVITATION- FOR BIDS
The Memphis Housing Authority will receive bids for A
14-story, precast concrete apartment building for the elderly
until 2:30 P.M., C.D.S.T., on the 25th day of August. 1970. at
Memphis Housing Authority, 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis,
Tennessee, at which time and place all bids will be publicly
opened and read aloud.
Proposed forms of contract documents, includinl; plans
and specifications, are on file at the office of the architect.
Walk .Jones/Mah & Jones/Architects/Inc., at 1215 Poplar Ave-
nue, Memphis, Tennessee for each set of documents so obtained.
Such deposit will be refunded to each person who returns the
plans, specifications, and other documents in good condition
within 10 days after bid opening. Returned plans shall be fully
bound and unmarked.
A certified check or bank draft, payable to the Memphis
Housing Authority. U. S. Government bonds, or a satisfactory
bid ibond executed by the bidder and acceptable sureties in an
amount equal to five (5) percent of the bid shall be submitted
with each bid.
The successful bidder will be required to furnish and pay
for satisfactory performance and payment bond or bonds in a
penal sum of at least 100% of the amount of the contract as
searded.
All bidders shall be licensed contractors as required [-
Chapter 135 of Public Acts of 1945 of the General Assemb
of the State of Tennessee, and all amendments thereto. Bidde.
name and contractor's license number must be Jplaced on t;
face of the envelope containing the Bid Documents.
Attention is called to the fact that not less than the mill
mum salaries and wages As set forth in the specifications mu
be paid on this project, and the contractor must insure th..
employees and applicants for employment are not discriminah.,•
agai-st because of race, color, creed, religion, sex, or nation.,
origin.
'Ilse Memphis Housing Authority reserves the right to I,
ject any or an bids or to waive any informalities in the biddin.!
No bid shall be withdrawn for a period of thirty (30
days subsequent to the opening of bids without the consent
the Memphis Housing Authority.
AlENIPHIS HOUSINC: At T11011111
ORELLE LEDBE1'T1
SECRETAIll
700 ADAMS AVENLE
TFI fPlIONF 126-6/111
LES PETITE CHERES
CIAI, CLUB
Les Petite Cheres groupedj
together recently at the Dem-.
ocratic Club. Prizes
were given away every hour
Everybody was in orbit thai
night it seems. Delicious soul ,
food was served. The organiza-
tion gave a beautiful TV Set to
City of Memphis Hospital's
Maternity Division. Mrs Mer-
dis Pewitt was chairman of the
,;,orject and Mrs. II. O'Hara
' :nd Mrs. Jessie L Venson ac-
cepted . the gift.
RE-ELECT
BEN C.
WESSELS
CIRCUIT COURT
CLERK
ENDORSED BY OVER 500
SHELBY COUNTY ATTORNEYS
A PUBLIC OFFICIAL OF PROVEN ABILITY
AND QUALIFIED BY 18 YEARS
EXPERIENCE IN THIS OFFICEPaid or by friends of Ben C.
Wessels, Jr., Canton N. Wilkes and
Olen C. Batchelor. CO-Chairmen.
Buy Bonds
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS
are your very best buy in Memphis
Baked In Memphis by Mernphions
rushed rushed dolly to your blg
Hogue & Knott supermarket for
maximum freshness
A -
‘Negue & koott*
Hamburger '
or Hot Doe'
. 
iBUN ‘:\.,
-8 to
pkg.
SW%
BREAD 274
BROWN N SERVE
ROLLS -H1°27a Ft= 274
CMCASAV.,'
BACON
TRAY PAK LB
CENTER CUT
HAM
SLICES
VI LC
Hague & Knott
Pule Pork 139
Sausage 3p thi
U.S.D.A. HEAVY CHOICE
BEEF 115
STEAK SIRLOIN
BLUE PLATE
Mayonnaise
0,49
WATER VALLEY
Chopped
Spinach 128 oz
DUBON SPECKLED
Butterbeans g
1 0 oz 
GRADE A LARGE
Eggs
00749
KtNG COTTON or MORRELL'S
HAMS
FULLY
COOKED
16-19 Lb. AVG.
SHANK PORTION Lb. 47 C
BUTT Lb. 59c
BLUE PLATE
Barbeque
Sauce
18 01. 2 9 C
CALIFORNIA
lemons
00, 33c
FRESH GREEN
Cabbage 71/2c
YELLO
Globe
Onions 9c
12"s2q ROLL
Reynold's
Wrap 25c
HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 °HOLLYWOOD 4321 SUMMER
3511 PARK
,
3384 N. THOMAS 973 SO THIRD
1578 LAMAR 3362 SUMMER
Open Sundays for For Your Shopping Convenience 9 A s to 1 P
r,
IT
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Randolph Institute's Appeal
At the insistance of the A. Phillip
Randolph Institute, an impressive num-
ber of prominent black Americans have
appealed for U. S. support to Israel.
The appeal comes at a time when the
Middle East is seething with intrigues
.and drifting toward warfare with con-
sequences that may extend far beyond
the Mediterranean shores. We cannot
blink the fact that Israel is entering
one of the darkest crisis periods in her
short history as a sovereign stat e.
Russia's indefensible intrusion into
the conflict between Israel and the in-
transigent Arab states places world
peace in imminent danger. We shall
delude ourselves if we think that Soviet
interference at this time is a mere
episode which will be washed away
by the stream of history.
As the Randolph Institute has point-
ed out with compelling logic, the United
States has a vital role to play in end-
ing this crisis. With her high degree
of political freedom, Israel is the most
democratic country in the Middle East.
Aside from this historical identity with
our own political idelogy, America was
a party to the collective process that
rallied public opinion in support of the
establishment of an independent Jew-
ish state.
America has a moral and military
responsibility to come to Israel's de-
fense at this critical juncture when her
security is threatened. The merit of this
approach is that it goes beyond t h e
rhetoric of ideas. In fact, we have al-
ready waited too long to translate our
support in action that would give it
unmistakable reality. Had t h e United
States given that assurance a year or so
ago the Soviet Union would not have pro-
truded herself into the Israeli-Arab con-
flict in the bold and provocative manner
in which she is flexing her muscles.
Events move under the pressure of
historical forces. The momentum of his-
tory is with the Jews who were wander-
ing for thousands of years in a search
of a haven — a homeland. It is the
fulfillment of a dream which shall end
in an apocalyptic vision of a society in
which men are once more free.
We are happy to lend our support
to the Randolph Institute's appeal in
its nobility of purpose and high com-
mitment to freedom. In addition, we
believe the appeal to be a significant
symbol showing that America's blacks
are not animated solely by selfish mo-
tives and that their interests go beyond
the perimeter of their own struggle for
freedom and justice. It is in that spirit
that we join with all those who signed
the appeal urging our government to
act to insure the survival of a free
Israeli society.
Mayor Gibson Tackles Hard Job
Kenneth A. Gibson's pronounce-
ments as he begins his first term in
office as Mayor of Newark are in-
dices of good augury for the future
of a city which had been on t h e
brink of economic disaster and ra-
cial catastrophe since the 1967 riots.
Facing frankly the herculean
task of pulling his city out of t h e
depth of despair and frustration in-
to which it had sunk. the new May-
or promised that Newark no longer
"will be a place of fear." In or-
der to achieve this goal, he called
on "the energies of all the people
here — black and white — to build
a new city."
He wisely observed that Newark
would survive and "even grow if we
are not at each other's throats." A
post election analysis shows that
Gibson got 19 of every 20 black
votes and four out of every 20 white
votes in defeating former Mayor
Addonizio by 12,011 votes.
The statistics tell a story be-
yond their numerical implications.
They show that the white v o t e,
though comparatively small. w a s
nevertheless, enough to push G i b-
sono over into the victory column
The new Mayor was quite right
when he emphasized the point that
his aspiration is to build a new city
that would have no place for the
old animosities. He asserted, h o w-
ever, that national priorities in
which billions were spent just so we
can send rockets to the moon a n d
bring back some rocks to study"
would have to be changed if cities
such as Newark were going to sur-
vive.
The 1967 riots that took 26 lives
left deep scars that helped to give
rise to a dangerous polarization of
the races in this major Eastern
metropolis. How to heal the wounds
and bring the races to a level of mu-
tual respect. collective understand-
ing and useful cooperation are prob-
lems which will tax Mayor Gib-
son's imagination and energy.
Mayor Gibson must not only
avoid the aura of black supremacy
in his administration of the city of
Newark. he must equally avoid the
scandalous corruptions with which
his predecessor was identifie d.
Above all he must heed the impli-
cations of Lord Action's famous
epigram:
"Power tends to corrupt a n d
absolute power corrupts absolutely."
Black political power is in the
ascendancy. There are ten or more
major cities whose black population
has sufficient density to elect black
mayors. Nothing can stunt that
growth more than racism in the re-
verse and incontrovertible evidence
of corruptions. This is a moment in
history in which black mayors must
be above suspicion.
Los Angeles Too
The search for employment op-
portunity for minority workers in
the construction industry has been
punctuated with hope and despair.
First, the Philadelphia Plan which
many people thought Was a boon to
black workers seems to have fallen
short of the expectation of those
who were supposed to benefit from
it. This was followed by the Chica-
go Plan which, up to now, has not
lived up fully to its promise.
Now comes the Los Angeles
Plan which has been formally ap-
proved by representatives of labor
unions, the Wilding industry a n d
minority organization. The plan is
aimed at increasing the number of
minority workers in the construction
industry.
Has A Plan
Basicaliy, the plan requires the
construction industry to have a per-
centage of minority workers equal
to the percentage of minority group
members in the community as a
whole. It differs from the Philadel-
phia Plan, adopted earlier this year,
because the plan applies to all con-
struction and not just to federal
projects.
A special committee is to s e t
specific goals for each craft signing
the document and a non-profit cor-
poration will be set up to seek and
administer funds to achieve the
goals within five years We trust
that this objective can be achieved
without rancor and disheartening
postponements.
MY VIEW
White Private Schools
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
Every scheme that can be
thought of is coming to the front
in an effort to avoid desegregation
in elementary and secondary
schools. Running to the suburbia is
widely practiced throughout the
country — in the north and in the
south. When a school becomes pre
dominantly black or
50 or 60 percent black
resulting from whites
moving out of a com-
munity when Negroes
move in, we have
the beginning of an
all black school. This
is true north, east,
south, and west. It is
very difficult to main-
tain a thoroughly, inte-
grated school in t h e
central city. The rich can escape
desegregated schools because they
can afford to move into the suburb,
so the whites who stay in the cen-
tral city are likely to be low income
whites.
Another way to avoid desegre-
gation on the part of whites is to
establish private schools. Private
schools are springing up all over the
south. Many of them, certainly in
Georgia, carry christian names
such as the Augusta Christian, Bain-
bridge Christian, Berean Christian
Schools (in Atlanta), Colonial Hills
Christian Schools (East Point), De-
Kalb Christian Academy, East
Lake Christian Elementary, Macon
Christian Academy and Rose City
Christian School (Thomasville).
Many of these schools will deny
that they are established to main-
tain segregation. They will argue
that the public schools are t o o
secular. They want a school with
a christian atmosphere. It will be
difficult to test this because under
pressure these schools will probab-
ly take a hand full of blacks. Some
people argue that we should not
worry about the private schools be-
cause in time they will fade away
for lack of adequate support. Edu-
cation is expensive. To pay teachers,
and to provide adequate building,
libraries, and equipment impose a
heavy financial burden on t h e
people. It may be true then that
many of these private schools will
not survive.
Many of them will not be able
to maintain the standard of txcel-
lence as required by the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools.
The Southern Association faces a
difficult job as to whether it will or
will not accredit a private school
that was set up for the express pur-
pose of maintaining segregation. If
it can be clearly proven that the
school was set up for the purpose of
maintaining segregation. I am of the
opinion that the Southern Associa-
tion will not accredit it. It should
be impossible for such a school to
receive tax exemption. My guess is
that most of the private schools will
be mediocre. Despite this fact,
many of them will survive. It is con-
ceivable too that after a few years
these people who ran in order to
avoid desegregation will become
converted a n d accept integrated
schools.
It all shows, however, that the
gulf that separate black and white
is wide. Black people who insist on
black organizations in order to do
their thing are not contributing to
the effort to have an integrated
society.
A Point Of View
By NAT 1). WILLIAMS
NOT INTERESTED
Official figures show that
there are some 90 331 black
citizens of Memphis and Shel-
by County who are registered
and eligible to vote in the elec-
tions coming up Aug. Mb.
How many of this number
will be interested enough to
vote is another question. This
isn't the first time there h a s
been approximately the same
number of registered black citi-
zens. But the records also
show that in past ballotings, no
matter how hot the issues or
attractive the candidates, not
more than half of the register-
ed black voters have voted. It
Is counted as significant when
as many as 40,000 some odd
black people go to the local
pollq Less than half,
And this is not good In fact
it's a bad commentary on a
people who have so long and
so lowly clamored for t h e
right to suffrage and to be
classified as first-class citizens.
Black citizens have been told
over the years what their vote
means in regard to their ad-
vancement in other areas of
citizenship . . economically,
educationally, socia 11 y. In
states where they have been
kept from the ballot their
spokesmen have harangued
everybody on the horizon for
this opportunity of first-c lass
citizenship . . the right to
vote.
Yet, on a WDIA forum today,
a group of observant,
gent, and articulate young
black citizens, had to concede
that they feel that the general
black community in Memphis
and Shelby County is not over-
ly interested nor activated to
go to the polls and vote on
Aug. 13th. And this is so in face
of the fact that more black
candidates are running for
more important public offices
than ever in local history.
One is prone to ask: Why is
this so? Why, with the oppor-
tunity, don't more Memphis
and Shelby County black citi-
zens take an active interest in
what's going on in politics?
Why won't more than half of
those qualified to do so, go to
the polls and vote on Aug. 6
Is it like someone observed.
They're more interested in sub-
sistence . . . belly expansion!
Our Politicians
Do Not Have To
Beg For Peanuts
By LOUIS MARTIN
Perhaps the most humiliaing 
experience of a black
politician comes in the effort to 
raise money for his
campaign. If he is seeking a 
major elective post, he
must find a substantial 
bankroll.
Traditionally the rich whites, the 
so-called fat
cats, and white organizations ho
ld all the purse strings
of political funds and only a few 
black politicians have
been able to mount campaigns 
without white handouts.
For this and other related reasons
I have been seeking to interest our 
lead-
ership in the establishment of a nation-
al, black non-partisan political f u n d.
This suggestion was the core of my con-
tribution to a panel discussion on t h e
"The Realities of Power" at the Nation-
al Urban League convention in N e w
York last week.
Walter Davis, one of the top black
leaders of AFL-CIO, who was on t h e
same panel, pointed out that the multi-
million dollar political fund of the Committee On Po-
litical Education, the political arm of the AFL-CIO,
comes from the voluntary contribution of one dollar
each year by members of the labor movement.
It goes without saying that if each black citizen
contributed one dollar each year to a national black,
non-partisan political fund, our politicians would have
a source of financing that would rival anything that
organized labor or the major parties have done in
this field.
The sad truth is that politics in America is fast
becoming the private preserve of the super-rich. We
know that millionaires dominate the political life of
the country and our system of so-called free elections
is anything but free, at least for those who wish to
represent the people.
Fantastic media costs, especially television, and
the ever rising costs of basic campaign tools, includ-
ing opinion surveys, make it almost impossible for
the poor citizen, black or white, to win important polit-
ical office today. The success in fund raising for polit-
icil education, for registration campaigns and f o r
political rallies has come to depend upon the art of
luring large contributions from fat cats and establish-
ment sources that often have their own axes to grind.
The various reform proposals that have been in-
troduced in the Congress to deal with this issue have
come to nothing. Our present system of financing po-
litical activity is not only a national scandal but it rep-
resents a serious threat to the whole democratic
structure. We have a hidden dictatorship of dollars
that victimizes the poor and the black and also poses
a growing threat to the middle class.
In this period of black awareness and growing
black pride, the spectacle of an intelligent black lead-
er going hat-in-hand to white fat cats, who may or
may not have any interest in the issues that motivate
the leader, to get a handout should shame us a 1 1.
Most of the political power and clout of Organized
Labor comes from the these dollars in the political
war chest of COPE. Candidates, of course, want the
labor votes but the financial assistance that comes
from COPE makes it possible for many politicians to
run for office in the first place.
In the last few years we have witnessed a new
interest in politics throughout black America and the
successes of black candidates have stimulated this
growing concern for public affairs. With black mayors
in Cleveland, Gary, Newark, Dayton and a host of
smaller cities in the North and South, the young black
student is justified in aspiring to a political future.
A national, black, non-partisan political fund that
is financed by one dollar contributions from each black
citizen each year would create an enormous resource
not only for the campaigns of black candidates but
also for a number of other important political activi-
ties. We should have, for example, lobbyists, like
Clarence Mitchell in Washington, working with state
legislatures and with legislative bodies in the major
cities. We know that half of our citizens are not regis-
tered and the turnout on election day in most black
area is often disgracefully small. —
We are approaching a moment in history when
we can do many things that seemed impossible a few
years ago. Today over 1,200 blacks hold elective of-
fice. Only five years ago there were hardly any black
elected officials in the South. They should be free of
any obligations that may come with handouts from
fat cats who do not have the interest of black people
at heart.
We believe that leaders of our national civil rights
organizations could launch a political fund and ad-
minister it in such way that our cause would be ad-
vanced as never before in history. Even if the effort
were only 25 per cent successful, we would have a
multi-million dollar political fund that blacks controll-
ed.
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Black community.
Convention in San Francisco.
how can the brainwashed tradi- Hundreds of Studio Girl Travels Abroad
Beauty visors from all overtion of skepticism about the
black politician be eradicated the United States will meet for
and solid support of unity oe— the convention at the Bailin-
engendered for the black poli- game Hyatt House for work-
tician in this election. shops, seminars, and new
According to Davd L Elion,,beauty technique studies.
candidate for State Represen- One of the speakers for the
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Political Point Of View
•••
Community Confidence In Black Politicians
Blacks in Memphis and
throughout America desire the
good things in life which have
been enjoyed for so long by
other Americans. How effect-
ively America and particularly
Memphis deals with the blacks
and their aspirations in the 70s
will determine the progress of
this nation and this city. The
politicians thus far interviewed
agree that one of the blacks'
greatest weapons used in
achieving their goals and as-
pirations is the ballot. Through
this and the willingness to strive
forward, the black community
and the black politican can
bring about a change in our
city and our nation
It is also agreed that the
black politician needs to gain
the confidence of the people he
eral attitude hovering over the
represents, but with the gen-
give us reasons for skepticism
and we must support very
arduously those black candi-
dates that represent to us or
have the potentials for repre-
senting for us those ideals,
issues, and spirations we as
black people hold."
Mrs. Mary L Campbell, can-
didate for position 2 of the Shel-
by County Democratic Execu-
tive Committee firmly believes,
"that for a long long time white
folk have been selling each
other out and the black man
too, and the average black man tion that the white man has
tends to come behind him and
ask the black community to
forgive him (the white man)
and overlook what he has done.
This business of selling out be-
gan with the white man and
the black man is constantly
forgiving the white man for
what he has done, so you might
as well forgive the black man
if anything like this occurs."
She adds, I don't advocate any-
one selling anyone out, but one
must take it under considera-
Mrs. Byrd Attends
Studio Girl Beauty
Advisors' Confab
black community tha tthe black Mrs. Maggie G. Byrd, beauty .tional President, Mrs. Anna
man is too willing to sell "The Mrs. Lillian Smith andAdvisor for Studio Girl Cos- Davis,Brother" out, the black poli- . Mrs. Frances Walker.metes and Operator of Fay'stician in Memphis vying for top
Beauty Salon, 307 Tillman, willpolitical positions against white l lfaces a grave situation in theeave August 9 for a four-day. Studio Girl Beauty Advis
One of the basic issues is
tative, District 8, "This skepti-
cism has been mostly brought
about by some blacks who pre-
fer personal gains rather than
gains for black people as a
whole. These people bring white
politicians into our neighbor-
hoods. They help white politi-
cans to deceive black people.
They start the talk that blacks
are not qualified for the posi-
tion. In essence, these blacks
kill black politicians. But today
black people are no longer dis-
illusioned by the flowery prom-
ises made to them ,by this caoll-!
tion of blacks and unfatihfull
and deceitful white politicans."
Kenneth Orlando Cole, can-
didate for position 12 of the
Shelby County Demperatic
Executive committee, states,
'One of the things we must do
as black people if we are going
to exercise an intelligent vote
is that we must look at the in-
dividuals who are running for
the respective, offices. We must
weed out those individuals who
ors
convention will be Harry Tay-
lor, founder of the Studio Girl
Cosmetics. He w a s recently
named to the HALL OF FAME
in the Direct Selling Associa-
tion of America.
Mrs. Byrd has been an out-
standing member of the na-
tionally - known organization
for a year and has won re-
cognition from her company
by being a delegate from this
area. She is currently serving
as meeting leader in the Mem-
phis area, and has announced
that she will be enlarging her
present organization which will
give at least six additional job
opportunities for Beauty Ad-
visors' and trainees upon her
return from San Francisco.
Mrs. Byrd recently won first
place in the Gold trophy Con-
test at the National Porn Con-
v.ention in Washington, D. C.
Others attending the conven-
tion from Memphis were Mrs.
Ruby Rowell Beard, who is Na-
Pall Mall
Menthol 100%.
Ion r. .yet milder.
SPY-
"Tar"
Pall Mali Menthol 100$ 18 mg.
lost-selling Menthol King 20 mg.
'
U. S.
Government
figures show
Pall Mall
Menthol 100's
lower in
"tar" than
the best-
selling
menthol
king
Pall Mall
Menthol 100t.
Miss Pinkston
been doing it for years "
Melvin Cummings, candidate
for State Representative
District 6, says "If we are going
to have a two party-system we
need black representation on
both sides and this is the only
way I feel we can have fair
representation on both sides
and this is the only way I feel
we can have fair representa-
tion." He adds, "Blacks have
been brainwahsed by so-called
Miss Paula Pinkston, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Pinkston, 1561 Norris Road re-
turns to Memphis this week-
end after touring Hungary
with the Girls Glee Club of
Dana Hall in Wellesley, Mas-
sachusetts. Miss Pinkston fin-
ished first in the 1970 graduation
class of Dana Hall. She was a
member of the Cum Laude
international Honor Society
for two of the four years she
attended Dana Hall- She s also
a national achievement finalist'
in the Boston area.
The group of forty or more
girls in the Glee Club were
taken abroad by Peter Erdei,
Director of the choral organi-
zation. Mr. Erdei is a native of
Hungary and took hs students
to Esztergom Unversity near
Budapest They also went to
Kecskemet for the opening of
the Kodaly Institute to honor
the artist who devised techni-
ques to teach group music. The
group made an all day excur-
sion to Eger the famous wine
making capitol and spent sev-
eral days at Lake Balaton, a
summer resort spot. They also
visited Paris, France.
Miss Pinkston plans to enter
Radcliffe College in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. She is an As-
sociate member of the Mem-
phis Chapter Co-Ette Club, Inc.
Miss Pinkston and her family
which in addition to her parents
includes two brothers, Howard,
Jr., a student at Christain
Brothers High School and an-
other brother Gene who will
enter the first grade in Septem-
her.
West
Memphis
News
The Calvin-Colman's Case,
president of school board who
, shot a youth, was continued
luntil September, in circuit
court at Marion.
community leaders on the basis
of voting democratically, be-
cause the so-called leaders are
the ones who get the big buck.
The only way we can change
this is by giving the black man
the choice to vote in both par-
ties, and my platform is one
hundred per cent for the blue
collared workers. The only way
we can have equal rights and
fair representation if we have
a voice in both parties.-
CME NEWS
By RAYCHELLE L. CARHEE
Approximately 140 persons
communed together on Friday
morning, June 2, marking
the closing of the South Mem-
• • •
The Crittendom County Im-
provement Association cancel-
led its Saturday Forum in sys-
pathy with the "We the People will be "Linking Up With The
March," lead by Sweet Willie
Wine. Delegates in the Earle
and West Memphis Chapters
participated.
director, visits Jell's Nursing
Home monthly. It is affiliated
with the Methodist Christian
Youth Fellowship A. M. E.
Churches.
phis District Conference at Mt.
Pisgah C.M.E. church. Rev.r The District Laymen's,
W. E. Stone, president Elder, Organzation. Mr. Willie Ray
delivered the Communion Ser- President, reported that the
mon: "Be Present to Bless, ILaymen's group was placing
Restore and Forgive." church Hymnals in many of
t h e smaller congregations.
The text of Rev. Stone's
sermon was taken from St. The board of Public Relations
Mark XIV, 18 19. He stated and Social Concerns, Mrs. Ray-
chelle L. Carhee, director, re-
ported that representatives
from the church appeared on
"Good Morning Memphis",
An In-Service Workshop was
held during the year for Board
Members. The great speakers
were Nathanial D. Williams,
historian and journalist, Mrs.
Rolfe's Religious News Com-
mentator for WMC-TV and
Lloyd Holbeck, Religious edi-
that when "Hope is given up
and has run its course, 0'
God be present to replenish
and redeem."
He stressed the real problem
of today is the losing and find-
ing ourselves. And when we
betray Christ, we betray who
we are . . . He ended his ser-
mon with the question, "Will
Page 7
Black Film Wins First
In Atlanta Competition
ATLANTA, Ga. — "Not as
a Black Person, as a Person,"
a unique industry-education
documentary film produced by
Ford Motor Co. won first place
in the public service category
of the Atlanta International
Film Festival.
The gold medal was accepted.
by Richard Ruddell, manager
of the Ford Education Affairs
Department, at the awards
banquet culminating a week of
final judging of 927 entries
from 20 countries. More than
10,000 persons atttended the.
event
"Not as a Black Person, as
a Person" records highlights of their administrators that Ford
a Ford Educational Affairs, and other large corporations
. Department program which!offer vocational opportunities
• brought members of Ford for A f r o-American college
educators and students from ly, to hear the views of the
black s t u dents concerning
Ford and industry in general."
you betray him or will you tor for the Commercial Ap-
find Him?" peal.
Annual reports from Depart- Vistors to one of the Church
ments and Boards received dur- sessions were: Rev. T. M.
ing the meeting included The Davis, presiding Elder of the
Missionary Society which re- Jackson — Oakland District; I
Rev. DeWitt Alcorn, presiding
Elder of the North Jackson
District. Rev. P. E. Brooks,
Pastor at Brighton, Tennessee.
Now our thoughts and works
are turning toward the annual
Laymen's Banquet which is
sponsored by the West Tenn.
and Jackson — Memphis Lay-
men. Mr. 011ie Suttles and
Howard Thompson are presi-
dents respectively. The Banquet
will be held August 14 at the
Chisca Plaza Hotel at 7:30 p.m.
The public is invited.
Also our annual Conference
will be held August 19-23 in
Nashville at the St. Luke
C. M. E. Church. Rev. John
Glenn, is host pastor.
The following delegates were
elected from the South Mem-
phis District Conference: Arnet
Willis, Mrs. Ozelle Johnson,
Mrs. Covett, Mrs. Onie Lanier,
Mrs. Margaret Brooks, Willie
Lay, Mrs. Erma Jones, Howard
Thompson, Mrs. Winnie Lou
Hill, Mrs. Rosa Joyner, Mrs.
Davenport, Theodore Jackson,
John Cox, Mrs. Minnie Spencer,
Rev. McNairy, W. R. Brad-
ford. Youth delegates are
Misses Edna Atkins, Allie
Cage, and Sharon Hill.
ported that their year's work
centered around the Church's
Quadrennial Theme — The
Ministry of Reconciliation:
Teaching, Sharing, Telling and
Showing," with emphasis upon
Evangelism. The Missionary
women are affiliated with
Church Women United and
they observed three major
days — World Day of Prayer,
May Fellowship Day and
World Community Day. The
women have taken part in
making dresses for dolls for
underprivileged children and
have contributed to the Pen-
sion Plan for C.M.E. mini-
sters. This conference year,
the new study courses are:
"Man, Media, and the Mes-
sage" by M. R. Abbey; -Image
and Impact — How Man
Comes Through In Mass
Media" by W. F. Fore: "The
Guide: How the Word Gets
around" by W. A. States. A
very informative panel dis-
cussion on the new study
courses was heard from Mrs.
Bernice Fowler, Mrs. Thelda
Atwater, a n d Mrs. Alice
Fowlkes. Mrs. N. T. Walker
was moderater. Mrs. (Nene
Johnson is president of the
Missionary Society.
• • •
Another group. The District
Board of Evangelism, Rev,
Louise L. Ivery director, re-
ported that fifteen Commissions
were organized during the
year. From the Evangelistic
Revival and Workshop, thir-
teen young people were con-
verted at Washington Chapel
C.M.E. Church. Plans are be-
ing made for this year's Re-I
vival End Workshop. The theme
Real" which._ is the National
theme of the Evangelistic
Board,
The District Christian Youth
t CCIA Selected Buying Cam- Fellowship, Mrs. Lucy Suttles.
I paign is still going on in Earle,
I Blacks are supporting the boy-
cott.
* • •
West Memphis Chapter of
CCIA's weekly meeting will be
held at 400 N. 9th st. at the
Greater New Mt. Zion Church,
pastored by Rev. A. C. Ware.
The Voter Registration Cam-
paign will be continued to
November 15. All persons who
are registered are asked to
contact the Secretary of CCIA,
Mrs. L. Hodges.
• • •
Mrs Sarah Horne. presi-
dent of the Ursher Board at
New Mt. Zion wishes to thank
the general public for partici-
pation in their Annual Ursher
Day last Sunday, July.
• • •
The Rev. J. L. Trask pastor
of First Baptist Church, Le-
Panto. will sponsor a 2nd and
4th Sunday Musical each
month. State wide Gospel
talent will perform. Public is
invited.
• • •
Crittendom County Branch of
NAACP meets the first and
third Monday of each month.
General public is asked to at-
tend. President, is B. J. Yar-
brough.
• • •
Head Star Project will move
from its old location at St.
Paul Baptist Church to 219
South 9th St. Project found by
FCA EOC
CI
Rev.
Elder,
Smith,
Elam, is host presiding
and Bishop B. Julian
presiding Bishop.
READ MY STRANGE TRUE STORY, SAYS
Mr. Elvin McFarland
2323 North 16th Street Milwaukee, Wisconsin
For over 23 years, I mu a
slave to alcohol. It Was ruksing
my health, my family, and fi-
nancially. My family of nine chil-
dren and wife suffered. The tav-
erns were taking all my money.
My father in Alabama wrote
to my brother here and advised
him to take me to see Rev.
Costonie. I never dreamed any-
thing could stop my craving for
whiskey. My brother made me
take the trip to Chicago. For
the way I was drinking I couldn't
live long. Elvin McFarland
After Rev. Costonie prayed for me, he poured me a big drink
of whiskey, and when I drank it my insides came up. This was over
there months ago. I came for prayer once a week. Now I ran)* stand
the smell of whiskey. Rev. Costonie asked me for permission to
use my photogroph and story. I believe my story will give someone
more faith in God and prayer. Prayer really worked a miracle for
me and I thank God for Rev. Costonie. During my visits I met
people from many states with all kinds of problems. All sing Rev.
Costonle's prasies. He works miracles with money problems.
Why not write to Rev. Costonie for a prayer cloth. They are free
for the asking. His phone MIMI her is WA4-4969 and his address is
927 East I7th Street, Chicago, M. 60653. Visit his church services
on Sunday like we did. There you will meet people who have known
this man of God for years and yoss can meet people face to face and
let them tell you how Rev. Costonie helped them.
FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH
927 E. 47th STREET Chicago, Illinois 60653
SUNDAY SERVICE'S 11 A. M. AND 1 P.M.
5001 S. Ellis AWL (corner of 50th
r•
five Atlanta University Center
colleges in a series of in-depth
meetings and seminars.
The 25-minute, 16-millimeter
color documentary was filmed
at Ford's World headquarters
in Dearborn, Mich., and o
the campuses of Clark, More-
house, Morris Brown and Spel-
man Colleges and Atlanta Uni-
versity
"The main objectives of the
person-to-person d i scussion,"
Ruddell said, "were to lessen release for limited distribution
the credibility gap between in April of this year, "Not as
black students and industry,, a Black Person, as a Person,"
to convince the students andlhas proven to be "particularly
Ten students and facnIty
members from the five schools
visited Darborn to become ac-
quainted with Ford opera
tions. Then, the Ford manage-
ment team went to Atlanta
for lengthy discussions with 350
students, faculty members and
administrators.
Ruddell said that since its
helpful to industrial manage-
ment personnel who seek a
better understanding of gradu-
ates who have or will eventu-
management together with graduates and, most important- ally join their staffs."
VOTE FOR
WILLIAM B.
INGRAM, JR.
( FORMER MAYOR INGRAM
FOR
COUNTY
COMMISSIONER
Below is the way the canditates will be
listed on the voting machine.
COUNTY COMMISSIONER
(VOTE FOR THREE)
BEVERLY BOUSHE
LEE HYDEN r -
WILLIAM B. INGRAM JR.
BRUCE JORDAN
HARREL C. MOORE
JAMES W. "JIMMY" MOORE
JACK RAMSAY
PLEASE PULL THE LEVER FOR
WILLIAM B. INGRAM, JR.
5. 
HE BELIEVES THAT
Nothing is politically right If it
is morally or legally wrong!
•••
He believes in the Fatherhood of God and
the Brotherhood of Man. And, he has
proved by his record as judge and as
Mayor that he will be fair and just.
JIM KEENE
1970 CADILLAC
Coup* do Ville. Finished in
Turquoise with a Cotillion
white top and matching
white leather interior. This
finis motorcar is fully
equipped with all power
and air. It has been driven
only 7,922 miles and is still
'6295
 car warranty
1969 CADILLAC
Sedan de Ville. Finished in
&fleeter blue with a blue
padded top and matching
tapestry cloth interior. This
is a one owner car that was
sold imw and serviced by
us. Still in new car warren-
Sy, it is also equipped with
• new it of $C995
glass belted tires 11/16
1968 LINCOLN
Continental. Finished in
fop and beautiful black
white with a black padded
loather upholstery. Fully
equipped, this fine car has
been driven only 30,849.
Now car warranty $3295
is available 
1969 PONTIAC
Grand Prix. Finished in rich
gold with a dark brown
padded top and matching
gold interior. Equipment
includes power steering and
brakes, air, etc. Driven only
30,176 miles, this one own-
er car has new car war-
ranty 
1945available 
• 4. .*
ACE HARRIS
Tb• Standard of the World
JOE MeMINN
MANAGER
919 MERCURY
Finished in Kelly green with
a dark green padded top
and matching green interi-
or. This oar is equpipaid
with power steering, power
brakes, air, premium tires,
etc. This car has been driv-
en only 29.874 miles and
new car warranty $3195
is available 
1967 DODGE
Finished in dark blue with
• white padded top and
matching blue inferior.
Equipment includes power
steering and brakes, air,
Rift automatic trans. Driv-
en only 33,338 miles, this
car carries Cadillac's fa-
mous 27 month or 27 thou-
sand mile factory approved
war-
ranfy 1495
ED CAYA
Ass+. Mgr.
MADISON
CADILLAC
FARRIS SNEED
1969 CADILLAC
Calias. Finished in Shalimar
gold with matching gold
cloth irst•rior. This fine mo-
torcar is fully equipped
with all power and air.
Driven only 29,025 miles, it
is still in new 91995
car warranty ....
1968 CADILUC
Di Ville Convertible. Fits-
shed in Ivanhoe green with
a white fop end beautiful
green leather interior. This
is a beautiful motorcar that
is fully equipped with ell
the Cadillac extras. This
sharp convertible has been
driven only 30,074 miles
and it carries Cadillac's fa-
mous 27 month or 27 thou-
sand mile factory approved
war-
rarity
1967 CADILLAC
Sedan de Ville. Finished in
canary yellow with • Sable
black padded top and
matching black cloth into-
ner. Equipped with full
power, this fine Cadillac
offers the uhriost in driv-
ing convenience and plea*.
uris. Driven only 29.575
miles, *is motorcar carries
Cadillac's farnous 27 month
or 27 thousand mile factory
a p proved 11115warranty 
198 CADILLAC
 
 4195
Fleetwood, Finished in Wet
blue with • beautiful blue
cloth and leather interior.
This car is equipped with
all Cadillac who' and else
a new set of premium white
sidiswall fires. Driven only
43,000 miles, this distin-
guished motorcar carries
Cadillac's famous 27 me**
or 27 thousand mile fac-
tor approved 1295
werrenty 
"Authorized Cadillac Dealer
Open Evenings 1 P.M.
341 Union 526-5133
1
1
• • •. 1111..
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Erma Lee Laws
Woman's Editor
"We have cultivated a mass
mind and have moved from
the extreme rugged i n d i-
vidualism to the even great-
er extreme of rugged c o 1.
lectivism. We are not mak-
ers of history: we are made
by histor,"
Martin Luther King. Jr.
ALPHA PICNIC . . mem-
bers of Alpha Delta Lambda
chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity spread bountiful ta-
bles of hospitality at their an-
nual picnic at Barbee Farm .
horseback riding, scrumptious
food, games for young and not
so young, prizes for practical-
ly everybody and nature lend-
ing the utmost cooperation with
perfection weather all totalling
u..p to a "boss time."
ATTY. GEORGE BROWN is
incoming prexy of the Alphas
with Ernest Young being t h e
outgoing head. Harper Brewer
is chairman of activities along
with the generous Ted McDan-
k4 whose ingenuity a 1 w a y s
makes the picnic one of the
most looked forward to affairs
of the year.
PARTY NOTES ... Anne
and Fredrick Shearer were the
inspiration of an al f r es co
ERMA LEE LAWS
dinner given by Addie and Mi-
lian' Owea on the back lawn of
!their S. Parkway East home,
with their daughter and son in
!law, Angela and Elbert Terry,
itheir son. William Jr. "Bin."
and Maude Bright giving as-
sist while adding their o w n
glamourous psychedelic colors
to the scene.
Making the scene more en-
joyable for the newlyweds who
make their home in Toledo,
Ohio were Ernest and Be tt y
Donahue, Joe and Joyce
Young, Harold and Pat Shaw,
Lawrence Shaw dscorting Net-
tie Hall from New York City;
Ulysses and Juanita Truitt and
their houseguest, Thelma Gard-
ner of Huntsville, Alabama
whose orange paunch() suit
was quite colorful Charles
and Elaine Campbell, Harold
and Cynthia Winfrey, Catherine
Shearer from Newark, N e w
Jersey. mother of the groom
and Sallie and Caffrey Barthol-
omew, parents of the bride.
And then Louise and Taylor
Ward feted the handsome
young couple with a champagne
breakfast at their home on Cas-
talia Road . . . this drew the
parents of the couple, Catherine
Shearer, Salle and Caffrey
3
MR. AND MRS. ALLEN C. CARTER pose
with their mothers at their wedding re-
ception. Mrs. Robert Carter, of Nor m a I,
Alabama. mother of the groom is on the
by Joe Black
Primarily For and About Women
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Bartholomew, Utillus aud Elene
Phillips, daughter and son-m-
ac, of the hosts John and Ital.
terine Outlaw, Phil and A I in a
Booth, Jorn and Juanita Arnold,
Clinton and Bertha Ray, a n d
Herman and Leola Gilliam.
Harriet Davis had to forego
the pleasant occasion in order
to see her son "Donnie," Clai-
borne, Jr. off for the U. S. Air
Force.
CHIT CHAT. . . Rosetta Mil-
ler is still creating news with
the U. S. Civil Rights Commis-
sion in D. C. Her daughter has
now reac he d the debutante
stage and will come out wi t h
Rosetta's sorority Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority.
Sallie and Caffrey Bartholo-
mew are back from a restful
and i.amorous vacation in the
Virgin Island following their
party and the other activities
for their daughter and son-in-
law Anne and Fredrick Shear.
or.
And Melvin and Elsie Malun-
da and their offsprings, Sonja
and Melvin III are back after
vacationing in Galveston, Tex-
as. They took the boat to p u t
out in the Galveston Bay andi
soaked up the sun in the Gulf
of Mexico.
We can attest to the furl they
must have had down that way
for we were off with Peggy
(Mrs. Harper) Brewer the next
'few days to return Harper's
niece and nephew Ken a n d
Vicki Hilton to the ever loving
arms of their parents, Barbara
and Victor Hilton in Houston.
From there our "congrega-
tion" Cheryl Bingham, Lavern
Cox of C Ihicago, Peggy's cousin 
_   The stilled and beautiful Park'
way Gardens Presbyterian(
Church was the setting for the
wedding of Miss Juanita Robin-
son and Allen Connard Carter
of Normal, Alabama. The Rev-
erend Ezekiel Bell pastor of the
church officiated at the formal
ceremony before a filled
CollegePennsylvania: Charles
' Given in marriage by her 
 Atlanta. Georgia; 
Meadow. and son Eric from
Om a h a; Mrs. Maurice Wil-
church. Heath, Detroit, Michigan krchi-
--- !ball Brown, • Birmingham Alabama;
Bing-Jr.. the bride was radiant in
ro er of Memphis; Cecil
brother. Omar R. Robinson, Jbamthes Robinson, the bride's Miss Cecelia Thompson. '
a white silk organza gown de- Brown. Detroit, and Glynn Mea- 
hampton, New York: Dr'. and
Hunts-signed in California. dow, nephew of the bride from 
Mrs. Henry Bradford, 
r- lima. ha, Nebraska. 
ville. Alabama; Mrs MaryDaisy petal cotton lace cove 
ed the bodice and long bell Dressed in a yellow and white 
Chambers, Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
msleeves of gown. Daisies form- organza gown, the bride's 
sS ipa rms oann, 
all 
r orn  EvangelineNorm al
ed a crown headpiece fro m!niece. Sonja Malunda. daughter'which silk tipped veiling float-
ed The bride carried an arm!of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Me- 
Alabama: Mr. and Mrs. Otis
lunja. as flow er girl.Cunningham. Mr. and Mrs.
and Melvin Malunda. III wa 
James Tyler, Chicago, Illinoisspray' of yellow and w bite Jr..'
daisies. and Clifford Robinson, Cleve-
Preceding the bride down the the ring bearer. land. Ohio.Mrs. Omar R. Robinson,aisle were in flowing gowns of
M'mother of the bride wore a pink 
Other out of towners included
silk dress with lace sleeves. 
r. and Mrs. Guy Riddle, Shef-yellow and white were brides-
maids Miss Carolyn Williams, Mrs. Robert Carter, of Normal, jfield, 
Alabama Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene, Oregon; Miss Hele n;
Alabama, m ot he of t h e'Tuak Woodsscumb1: , 
d D
Alabama: 
ina ene: phn
groom chose a moss green 
r 
from
Cole m a n, Memphis: Mrs
Beverly Guy Sheftall. 
.
dress with beaded pearl appli- 
Mrs, Alfred Carter, Los Ange-
, Montgomery. Alabama; Mrs. les. California: Mr a n d Mrs.
1Pheobe Bailey Coleman, Allan- ques. Samuel Robinson. Louisville. By PERRY 0. WITHERS o'Dezzie M. Harvey of St. Leu-
ta, Georgia: Miss Cecelia Jef- A reception for the newly- Kentucky: Miss Joan Carter, Mr and Mrs. Elvridge Mc-' is. Mo. Elvridge McEwen. Jr.
fries, a cousin of the groom weds followed at the home of Akron. Ohio: Alfred Carter, Ewen, Sr. of 238 Holland cele-j of Flint. Mich.. children: Mrs.
from Atlanta. Georgia; miss the bride's mother at 1508 Jr., Lot Angeles. California; 'brated their golden wedding Alma Jean Adams of Memphis:
Rosalyn Adele Walker, Am- Brookins. Mrs. Jake Peacock Mr. Alencinso Smith. Yellow .anniversary last week. Fifty, Miss Barbara ne Harvey of
herst, Massachusetts: Mrs. Te- introduced the guests to the Springs, Ohio: Mr. and Mrs. 'years ago on July 24 1920 the' St. Lcuis: Nelson M. Harvey of
line. nresa Thompson Williams, Ro- rece vingTec Debro. Holly Springs, Mis-. couple was married in a little St. Louis, grandchildren: and
chester. New York; Miss Yvon- The bride, daughter of Mrs. sissippi and Mr. and Mrs. Wil- country church in Oxford, Mis- l Jerryl Thomas Arnold of Mem-
Robinson and the late Mr. Rob- us Sheftall, Montgomery, Ala-' sissippi. 'phis. great-grandson.
inson is a candidate for the Ph. bama. Mr. McEwen, 72 and Mrs. Mr. McEwen who re t ire dD. Degree in Special Education Hostesses at the reception Ewen, formerly Miss Cleora from the Illinois Central Railat the University of Oregon. were Miss Janice Jones, Miss iThomas, now 68 have had three Road in 1965 after 48 Years ofThe groom, son of Mrs. CarteriPtosha Coleman, Miss Jacque-children (two stifl living), three
and the late Dean Carter of lyn Brodnax and Mrs. Musettelgrandchildren, and one great-
Alabama A & M of Normal, Castle. .grandson. They are Mr s.
- - -
left of the happy couple and Mrs. Omar
R. Robinson, mother of the bride in on the
right.
"Be honest with everyone.., especially your-
self." That's a little saying I heard a long time
ago. It's not very eloquent or clever, but I like
it. It sums up in a phrase, the essence of a series
of Greyhound Community Service ads entitled:
BY THE WAY, by Joe Black.
The ads are placed in black newspapers.
Adaptations of them are heard over black-
oriented radio stations. They are written in an
effort to shake people out of their complacency
about subjects of great concern to the black
community. In these ads. say what I believe
...not necessarily what I think you want to hear.
So, when you hear my voice on the air, or
read my words in the paper, remember that
they are not merely to inform or impose my
views upon you ..but simply to make you think
about things in a way you may not have thought
about, them before.
I am not *preacher or a teacher. I'm citizen
Joe Black, fortunate enough to be able to talk
to thousands of people and hopefully influence
tbein to re-examine solutions to black problems
in a. new au.d constructive light. I still feel
strongly that the things that unite people of
good will are much more important than the
things that divide them.
BY THE WAY, by Joe Black, is just one small
voice asking humbly for a little more sanity,
a little more honesty, and a lot more thinking
through of What we are doing and the methods
we are using to realistically solve the problems
of our black community.
_Tc9eRlack
Vice President
The Greyhound Corporation
•
PANTY
IBM
MN, „, mom 41M1. ,=M
George Ward Trotter III will claim Deanie
Parker July 31. The prospective b rid e-
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. George
W. Trotter II of Memphis. Miss Parker is
the daughter of Mrs. Jim Robinson also of
•trilts >
Memphis, and Rev. W. G. Parker, Cleve-
land, Ohio. The bride elect is Publicity
director at Stax Records. Mr. Trotter is
presently a Social Studies teacher at Over-
ton High School.
Robinson-Carter Nuptials
-dowatowa • vales ave.
aouthlaad
S S--
fashion specialists in sizes
18 to 60 and 161/2 to 321/2
reg. 3.50
2 72P 5 90
or 2.99 eaeli
mpecially sized
waist size* 32 Is
of DuPont', Cantreco if, shier tex-
tured nylon with built-in-stretch
and 100% rocovory—no sag or
bag . . . opaque panty top and
sheer mesh stretch stocking . . .
choose honey or mist.
MAIL; ORDERS: add 75c post-
age plus 41/2% tax for Tennes-
see delivery.
•
DRESS SALE!
reg. 12.00 to 45.00
899 o 3 99t 
sizes 18 to 60 and 161/Z to 3217=2
STOUT SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN • 64 SO. MAIN • 327-6436
UNION AV/. • 1992 UNION • 2744063
WNITINAVIN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 398-0064
BUY U. S. BONDS
tie Robinson attended her sister
as maid of honor.
Robert Carter, of Richmond,
Indiana served his brother as
best man. Ushers included Ron-:
aid Sheeby. Tampa. Florida;
Wendell Thompson, Atlanta,
Georgia: James Brown, State
rand our Godchild C andace
Jones from Detroit motored on
to Mexico to soak up some of
that atmosphere before corn-
mg back Houston way to the
island of Galveston and Houston
again.
In Houston we were guests of
'the Mons and Val and Dr.
Walter Minor who were ready-
ing themselves for the Boule in
Miami the Bahamas and back
to Miami where Walter would
golf with the Nomads. Val. the
glamorous one is of course the
sponsor of the Houston Chapter
Co•Ette Club, Inc. and is well
known in Memphis.
We keep hearing hellos lot
Margaret (Mrs. Fred) Riven
who hails from the Lone Star
State.
And Bernice Ca I I o w ay
breezed home from San Fran-
cisco and Hawaii in time to
pack for the convention of Zeta
Phi Beta Sorority in D. C., her
Town, Mrs. Amy E. Brown went Starks created them.
to the West Coast w ith he r FELICITATIONS and GO D-
SPEED to Judge Odell Horton
who. has been named as pred-
dent of LeMoyne-Owen College
who succeeds Dr. Hollis F.
Price and Atty. W. Otis Higgs
who succeeds Judge Horton.
Lorene (Mrs. Fred) Osborne, And congratulations to Joyce
and her daughters Donna a n d and Howard Pinkston . . . their
Kay struck off in their station i daughter Paula finished first in
wagon for a leisure visit to At-her class at Dana Hall in
lints. •Massachusetts.
Alabama is a candidate for the
Ph.D., Degree in Psychology
at Columbia University.
Out of town guests were Mrs.
Robert H o lston, Cleveland,
Ohio: Mrs. June Heath, Detroit,
Michigan; Mrs. Joanne Thomi,-
son. Atlanta.Georgia:M.
Patricia Sheeby, Tampa, Flori-
da: Mr. and Mrs. J. D Swain,
Chicago Illinois: Mrs. Arlie
and will return this week-end
after visiting her son Ernest
Eskridge and his family in Al-
tadena, California. They were
there for the graduation of Er-
nest's daughter Iris Ann.
Oops! In talking about our
trip 'south of the border' we,
forgot to mention th at the
Brewers' pretty little K i m.
and our Godchild made the trek,
with us. Her dimpled and de-
lightful personality helped to,
make the trip a joy to remenk
be'r.
Don't forget the Vaulantli,
"Annual Moonlight Craig
skated for Friday August 12.
Bbarding time is 8:30 at the
foot of Monroe. Dancing RAI,
gifts!
BABY TALK . . . Bobbie and
Dr. Sidney McNairy of South
ern University in Baton Rouge
are now the proud parents of a
son, Sidney Archie McNairy,
HI. They also have a pretty
little girl, Alicia.
Folks are still raving ov er
the pretty daisy h ea dpi ece
worn by Juanita Robinson Car-
ter and her bridesmaids in her
wedding recently. M o e II a
MR, AND MRS. ELVRIDGE McEWEN
50th Wedding Anniversary
BY Mon Claire
14 North Main (downstair#) 527-3619
Open Monday Thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. 5:30 p.m. (Except Holidays)
Wash & Wear $595TAPERED WIG
Afro-Wigs $1695& 4995
The Dutch
Boy
a Beautiful
SI ash & Wear
Expert Styling $350
EVERY DAY IS SALE DAY HERE AT MOW GAR
service, when asked to give
some words of wisdom that
might help others to iiv e the
long married life he has said
"Walk straight in the road • . .
and lay down the drinking."
Mrs. McEwen said that they
owe their extended s t a t e of
matrimony to -living a good
moral life being truthful, and
sticking together through thick
and thin."
It turned out to be a rather
large affair with a host of
relatives and friends from here
in Memphis and out of town,
including Dr. and Mrs. Walton
Russ of East St. Louis, Ill..
Mr. Nelson Harvey of St. Louis,
and Mr. Emery Adams, a
great-son-in-Caw of Memphis.
Rev. L.S. Shelton of Pearson
Avenue Baptist Church deliver-
ed some words of congratula-
tion and prayerful meditation.
Mrs. D. Shelton sang a song
for the gathering
"Through the Years."
(VOTE OR THREE)
LIE VE Rt V BOUSHE
LEE HYDEN
WILLIAM B. INGRAM JR. >'
BRUCE JORDAN
HARREL C MOORE
JAMES W MOORE
JACK RAMSAY
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I  GUIDEPOST
By CARLOTTA WATSON,
Counselor
MUSING: Ask yourself
what difference will it make
one year from now? If your
answer is "no difference,"
you may usually classify
the problem at hand as
relatively unimportant . . .
Ask yourself, will it hurt
anyone? U your decision
will hurt anyone, It sudden-
ly becomes an Important
decision to you; for you
cannot afford to hurt any-
one. You need everybody.
. . . Selected
Dear. 'Carlotta:
Meetion is fresh out of college.
He wants to go into business
and rcan't tell him a thing. I
grant be made good grades in
school. In fact he seemed to
commit to memory all his text
books. I think I still can give
him the benefit of my experi-
ences. But he thinks I am t 00
old to tel time. _What oan I
do?
DAD
Dear Dad:
I am sure you have read of
the "generation gap." If you
are Over 30 then you are an
antique. However, you m a y
reach him by asking him some
things that will help his ego,
and most likely in return he
will ask you some things . . .
or at least he may give you an
opening to make suggestions.
This may take time. Someone
has said, you have to eklucate
'em, then uneducate 'em so
you can work with 'em." How-
ever, don't measure his educa-
tion by the number of books he
has committed to memory, an
education isn't how much you
have committed to memory, or
even how MUCH YOU KNOW.
It is being able to differentiate
between what you know a n d
what YOU DON'T KNOW. It is
knowing where to go to find
out, and it is knowing how to
use the information, once y o u
get it. Don't become frustrated,
he will "make it" . . you did.
• . •
Dear Carlotta:
I am 14 and in love with a
boy 19. He goes out with other
girls yet he says he wants to
marry me. What should I do?
A. B.
Dear A. B.:
Don't let his promises worry
you. Get yourself several boy
AND girl friends. Don't consid-
er marriage at all . . . not even
to a millionaire . . . Complete
your education . . give your-
self a chance to grow up Intel-
lectutly, socially, emotionally
and spiritually.
RCA's Main Ingredient Tony Brown Trailblazer In
A.Talented Combination
with traces of the Lettermen
added.
It's quite a mixture, and one
that was created in that vast
melting pot, New York (Har-
lem, specifically). The three
talented vocalists who com-
prise the Ingredients are Tony
Silvester, Luther Simmons Jr.,
1 and Don McPherson.
No nqpd to guess who in- ler" — making the deals, get Relating Blacks To Television,spired the Main Ingredient (of Ling the gigs, in short, T. C. B
RCA recording fame, "You've A pioneer in bringing the "soft messages emphasizing as- Brown feels that the e m e rBeen My Inspiration"). Listen Luther Simmons Jr- is a black experuice to television, pects of the black experience." gence of the b 1 a c k producercarefully, and what you'll hear native New Yorker (born producer Tony Brown occasion- They would "project an aware-will s t r e n g t he n the entireis a distinctive brand of pop September 9, 1942). His musi- ally had to disguise his real netts of the black experience." broadcasting industry. BlacksR&B in the tradition of the cal background has its roots intentions of things about ourselves that are "the only group that p o a-Delphonics and Impressions, in the church. Both parents
were church chorale singers Three years ago, he produced
and Lou, himself, got a deep a five part series on black poli-
appreciation of soul music,- he tics, culture, revolution, art and
feels, from hearing and singing history for Detroit's public tele-
religious songs and the deep, vision station WTVS and titled
down-home songs of the South. it "For Whites Only...
His major influence was the "I used it as a trick," he
Motown sound although he
adds "it seems that t h i s was
Erique Antonio Silvester was
born in Colon, Panama, Oct.
7, 1941, the son of a lawyer
and grandson of a President
of the country. He grew up in
New York, learned to play a Donald McPherson, the thirdlaeow acre" (Colored People
little piano, a lot of congo Ingredient (and lead singer.), Time) — which was broadcast
drums, and to sing. He's into is originally from Indianapolis. on the same Detroit station for
20 weeks starting in September.
1968.
the pop music scene com-
pletely and he writes (along
with Lou and Don) most of the
group's material. Six of their
originals are on the tiio's
The oldest of the group (born
July 9, 1941), he has been sing-
ing nearly his entire life, and,
like Tony, was, a talent show Brown who succeeds William
winner in the service. He Greaves as executive producer
debut Victor - album, "The credits Lou with influencing 
of NET's "Black Journal,"
Main Ingredient L. T. D." the development of his partici'. 
admits that "today there is
Tony w a s an airborne ilar style, both of singing and 
less need" to camouflage pro-
grams directed to black audi-
Billy Voice
Grows Richer With Age
It was only natural that when
those in power looked around to
find someone famous to sing
the "National Anthem" at the
opening game in Pittsburgh's
new Three Rivers Stadium,
they should decide on someone
with a big name who was also
a hometown boy.
Billy Eckstine fitted the de-
scription like a glove. The fam-
ous "Mr. B." is known through-
out the world and he is also a
native Pittsburgher. What's
more, he sings the way no
other has been able to copy.
It has been a long time since
Bill Eckstine has had a record
among the best sellers. That
failure should be corrected now.
After hearing his latest single
on the Enterprise label, I don't
see how the disc can miss mak-
ing it to the top of the charts.
Both "Stormy" and the flip
side, "Everytime You Look at
the One I Love," should have
enough commercial appeal to
do the trick. I know the latter
number "flipped" me.
The famous "Mr. B." was
never in better voice. If possi-
ble, Eckstine's voice is more
mellow and appears to grow
richer with age. In my opinion,
he has more appeal now than
when bobby sockers were throw-
ing themselves at him a few
years ago.
A legend in his own time,
Billy is a performer that has
remained at the top. Even with-
out a hit record, he is kept
busy playing plush supper clubs
around the country or doing
concert dates both here and
abroad.
He recently completed a four-'
week engagement at the famed
Talk of The Town in London,
guested on the Tom Jones TV
show, and performed at eight
concerts in Germany.
Eckstine's latest disc w a s
produced by Isaac Hayes whose
"Hot Buttered Soul- is well on
the way to becoming a two-
million seller, and Hayes' latest
LP, -"Isaac Hayes Movement"
gave the producer-singer-musi-
cian, his second gold record.
"Mr. B." recently signed with
Stax Records of which Enter-
prise is a subsidiary, and spent
some time in their Memphis
recording studios putting some
of the best of today's tunes to-
gether.
The results are the afore-
mentioned numbers along with
a few others like "What The
World Needs Now," and "When
Something Is Wrong With My
Baby," along with "My Cherie
Ambur."
The ageless Eckstine has al-
ways kept abreast of current
diregtions in musi c. Several
RE-ELECT
BEN C
WESSELS
CIRCUIT COURT
CLERK
ENDORSED BY OVER 500
SIEBY COUNTY ATTORNEYS
i PIKE OFFICIAL OF PROVEN ABILITY
AND QUALIFIED BY 18 YEARS
tXPERIENCE IN THIS OFFICE
ty because it narrows the gapsmen backing him in his night- Grand Terrace Cafe in C h One never knows.
of misunderstanding betweenclub act. They learned a lotIcago during the Thirties. blacks and whites," Brownworking with a master and! Eckstine's recording with the 
states.
the Four Tops who have be- 1 became a best-seller. He dgjaeillnye" Sending Itemslater went out on their own asIHines Band of "Jelly Brown is not a man to corn-
come internationally f a mous even greater popularity with promise honesty for expedien-I
reer via the amateur show After four years with Earl, 
That Can't
1967, Brown served as associate
since. cy. Following Detroit's racialhis "Cottage For Two and
disorders during the summer ofBilly launched his singing Ca- other pop tunes of that year.
route. In an effort to earn a Billy went out on his own. He GO
few dollars while attending started his own band which in- By MoverS , producer and moderator of a_ _ five-part television series sche-
Howard University, he entered eluded many of the nation's
an amateur show at the H o w- best-known musicians.
Billy gave up the orchestra
when big bands began to fail.
He became the number one
singer in the country during the
fifties and has been at the top
since.
"I am still
record," the
Band. Billy was a big favorite !says. Let's
while singing with Hines during I among those
when he first heard them dis-
pel their talents early last
year. "I never realized they
had singing ambitions, let alone by blacks can be a definite as-
such artistry," he admits. set both to the black c o m -
years ago, he had four young radio broadcasts from the old munity and the white communi-
ard Theatre in Washington, D.
C. He won second prize. The
next week he copped the t o p
prize and there was no turning
back for him after that.
He perfected his singing
style while performing as male
vocalist with the Earl Hines
sergeant for nearly six years laf writing.
prior to teaming with Lou and Three music' ans were
Don. He is the group's "hust- brought to RCA by Buzz Willis,
-- manager of New Product De-
velopment for the record com-
pany. Buzz grew up with the
fellows and played basketball
with them through high school. (given by the National N e w s•
He flipped over their sound paper Publishers' A s a n., ablack press organization), "has
proven to the industry that a
program for blacks produced
BILLY ECKSTINE
looking for a hit
handsome singer
hope he has one
recently released.
explains. "In order to get it on
the air, I had to go about the
my style long before Motown business that it was directed to.
became established." He per- ward whites. There were really
formed briefly with another a lot of things on the air that
group before becoming part whites would not understand."
of the Main Ingredient. He also
Even more arcane was thewrites and plays piano.
'title for another black-oriented
If your family plans a move
soon, there are items you can't
ship by van and others which
may be less costly to ship by
other means, especially if the
move is a long-distance one.
In the "unshippable" cate-
gory are jewelry, money or
valuable papers, pets, plants,
matches and other inflamable
or dangerous articles.
Generally jewelry and valu-
ables can be carried with you
or sent by registered or insur-
ed mail to yourself care of gen-
eral delivery at the post office As for "Black Journal," he
in ,.our new town. Mark the vows it will be educational f o
package or packages "hold for whites "whether or not they
arrival." Inflammables should like everything they see. It'll
be disposed of before your be a show which projects hon•
move. Pets and plants may be esty about the black e x p_e r I.
shipped by air or railway ex- mace."
press. The 36-year-old producer is
Remember that heavy ap- not satisfied with the quantity
pliances. such as freezers and of black programs presently on
refrigerators, must be shipped television. "Black Journal" is
empty. They should also be unique because it is the only
serviced for shipment prior to one hour a month of network
the move. So don't stock up news about black people," he
on perishables before moving. says.
To reduce the cost of long- However, he admits gingerly
distance moving, Burnham sug-
gests considering alternate
shipment means in the follow-
ing instances:
• 
• •
ences." 'Black Journal is a
good example of this greater
free expression," he says.
"Black Journal," which re-
cently won an Enemy award
and a 1970 Russwurm award
‘1,31 k5)
-ce1e0°'18
Pardon us, while we toot our horn. It's our brand-
new way to remind you that looking in your tele-
phone book is the fastest, easiest way to find the
telephone numbers you want.
Look in the book, too, for dialing informa-
tion and area codes, emergency numbers and
long distance bargain calling hours. And a
lot more, too, like all those business-and
shopping numbers in the Yellow Pages.
That's it. Toot.
South Central Bel
"'Vis t)
slat
.• 1
0.110 ow1110
duled for a commercial station'
which explored the causes of
these disorders.
It was cancelled by the sta-
tion after the second show and'
moveci to public television's
WTVS after, according to
Brown, it became critical of
the news media in their report-
ing of the disorders.
-we reported the story of TV
reporters who refused to film I
scenes of what the police were I
doing to black people," BrownI
explained.
"I think the trend is in that
direction. Stations now have
local black shows. It's simply
matter of time before the
commercial networks have nat-
commercial networks have na-
tional black shows."
Brown hopes to make "Black
Journal" a "p latfor m" for
black producers around the
country- He says he will try Co
set up a network of black "cor-
respondents" and free-I ance
producers who would contribute
to the program and make it
less New York-oriented.
Another innovation is to scat-
ter what he calls "non-com-
mercial commercials" through
the program. These would be
are very positive,
Brown attributes
in broadcasting
and the benevolence
white producers.
nigger," he says,
ing "For every
who made it there's
who can't take
"I have met
have been very
he adds. "I
made it if I
blacks in these
cause there
he says. sess creativity" in the industry,
his success he says. "White people have
to ability, luck been making statements for Ms
of
College in Washington, D.
where he designed a coarse:
"T e Psychology of t h e:
Sto." a
e president of the Nation;
Assn. of Black Media Proas
era, a new organization ot
and film producers which'
rently is challenging the lie'
se renewals of all Detroit
d i o and television stations:
h the aim of increasing them
nember of blacks and other mi.:
nority group members employ.:
ed in programming.
Brown recalls his educatio
at all-black Garnet High.
a few years. They are only rehashing school in Charleston, W. Vie,
a super- them." as "ideal." He says. "I learnedhyperboliz- Brown came to broadcasting, to relate to black people and-
c k a career which has in-
a service a 
we were able to share our prob:"
solve them together."'
person after
millionceuded
pressures. social
guys
helpful
would
"I'm
the
white
had
were
PI
a
not
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Introducing ,,OVALI gi) and *tiantnattlia,
Two detectives only a mother could love.
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GORDON'S POTATO CHIPS
WITH PURCHASE AND COUPON
(limit 2 To a Customer)
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Otis Higgs Replaces Judge Horton,
Gets out of Contest
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FOR
Judge Wm. David
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Hit Franchise Cheats
WASHINGTON 
— (UPI) —
The Federal Trade Commis-
sion (FTC) accused three Cali-
fornia firms of misleading their
franchise operators in a nation-
wide "honor all credit cards"
collection business for stores.
In a proposed consent order,
the FTC said the firms should
refund losses of all franchise
holders and retailers who could
show that they joined the col-
lection system as a result -of
what was termed "false, mis-
leading and deceptive" ad-
vertisements and sales pitches
Address; International Credit
Card Corp., also called Na-
tional Credit Service, San Ma-
teo, Calif.: John Clifford Heat-
er, an officer of Universal
Credit Acceptance and Inter-
national Credit Card Corp., and
Howard P. Gingold, an officer
of Continental Credit Card
Corp.
The FTC said the three com-
panies anl two men cooperated
and acted together in the op-
eration under which persons
bought franchises for $10,000
each in response to ads promis-
tailers, the FTC said, with the! Under FTC procedures, the
store accepting nearly any
credit card, and forwarding the
charge to the "Honor All" sys-
tem for collection.
Actualb. the Commission
said, many franchises have lost
money, found the system hard
three firms and two men may
sign the proposed consent or-
der, promising to follow the
FTC's ruling without acknow-
ledging any legal wrongdoing.
If they do, they must pay the
refunds proposed by FTC. A
to sell and came up with any..)Commission spokesman said
thing but a "secure future," the amount is not known but
Many retailers also found the lis "substantial."
system unsatisfactory. t h e If they do not sign, the FTC
FTC said, despite ads claim- will issue a complaint, and the
ing it was "the largest credit case will o before a hearing
'Zetas Hold 50th
Anniversary
The 50th Anniversary Boule
of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
will convene in Washington,
D. C. August 2-7 with Head-
quarters at the Shoreham Hotel.
More than 1,000 delegates and
visiting sorors from 200 grad-
uate and undergraduate chap-
ters in the United States and
Africa are expected to be in
attendance
The Theme: "Meeting
Boule
Cave and several other points
of interest before returning on
August 9. Besides sightseeingl
in the nation's capital and on
the Tour, the group will enio‘
numerous social activites on
the Boule calendar.
Temi• State
Alumni Eye
Hu
ed Universal Credit Acceptance million Neither claim was ture
followed b and Developing Methods of Im- ig Time Gridmg "a secure future . .ex- card clearing house in Amen- , examiner for an initial ruling, m Needsan  Through Designing
on the part of the .••
The proposed complaint nam- ceptional high earnings." ca" and was backed by y a review by the
Corp., Burlingame, Calif.; Under the system. the Iran- the FTC said, and "the pro: Commission. The FTC decision, 
proving the Delivery of M-
ini turn, could be appealed to a fectve Services" will be imple-Mid-Continental Credit Card ehise operators sell the "Honor gram costs the (retailer) mem.'Corp. of the same Burlingame All Credit Card" system to re- bers a substantial amount." 'federal court. mented through a series of
Name Purchasing For Cook County Hospital
jer
CHICAGO — UPI) —
Ita the first major appoint-
meat to its executive staff, the
Cook County Hospitals' Gov-
erning Commission last week
selected George W. Warren as
purchasing agent at a salary
. of $30,000 a year. the Daily De-
fender learned.
Warren. age 50, is purchas-
ing agent for the city of
Baltimore, a position he has
held for the last 13 years. His
appointment with the Commisior
will become effective befor Sep-
tember 1, 1970.
As purchasing agent for the
Governing Commission Warren
will direct the purchasing of
more than $16,000,000 a year
in supplies and equipment
for Cook County Hospital, the
Cook County School of Nurs-
ing and Oak Forest Hospital.
The responsibility to do its
own purchasing is one of the
'powers granted to the Gov-
erning Commission by the II-
'lino's Legislature in action dur-
ing the spring session.
Currently, purchasing for
County and Oak Forest Hospi-
tals is done by the purchasing
agent for Cook County. The
Nursing School does its own:
purchasing.
Warren has life-long experi-
ence in the field of purchasing'
for health care institutions.
Before becoming Purchasing
Agent for the City of Bal-
timore, he worked in the area
of purchasing for the University
of Maryland, the University of
Virginia and Duke University.
All of these institutions oper-
ate hospitals and medical
A Coke Party was held for Mrs. S a r ah
Swannigan. last Monday evening July 13,
at the home of Mr. & Mrs. Hillard Pride
1419 N Decatur Mrs Swann:gan is a can-
didate for the Shelby County Democratic
Executive Committee, position 8. M r s
Swannigan was introduced to the audience
by Mrs. Jeanetta Brantley. campaign ma-
nager. Speaking in behalf of Mrs. Swanni-
gan were Rev. N. Alston. Pastor of Gos-
pel Temple MIL Church, Re‘. John W.
Beck, Rev. J. E. Swanson, Pastor of Clyde
Avenue Baptist Church, Memphis and First
Baptist Church, Milling-ton Lherature was
distributed to the audience. Mrs. Swanni-
gan promised if elected she would strive
to see that policies were devised that will
best serve all of Memphis and Shelby Coun-
ty. Attending the Party was Mr. David L.
Elion Jr. Candidate for State Representa-
tive, District 8. He spoke to the Audience
also. Mr. Earnest C. Withers, photogra-
pher. was introduced to the audience.
Davis, Stokes In Clash
CLEVELAND — (UPI) — Lt.
Gen. Benjamin 0. Davis Jr.
resigned Monday as the city's
safety director but Mayor Carl
B. Stokes, who appointed Davis
last February, said he would
ask the former Air Force of-
ficer to. reconsider.
Davis, 57, the highest rank-
ing black officer in the U. S.
military before his retirement
last January, was reported at
odds recently with Stokes. Re-
ports persisted that Davis
planned to accept a high-rank-
ing position at Pepperdine col-
lege in Los Angeles
City hall sources said t h e
latest friction between Davis
and Stokes occurred over a
.01:130!\
IOWA JACKSON'S
2 1For
CHICKEN
DINNER
Buy One $1.15
Get One Free
Good Fri., Sat., & Sun
All Month Of July
Memphis Locations
Now Open
69'1 S. Parkway East
2405 South Bellevue
293 East McEemore
oilege at McLemore
Vance at Fourth Street
2824 Park Avenue
943 South Third Street
373 Tillman Street
police raid on a Black National-
ist headquarters. Davis had!
favored the raid.
Davis, who could not be
reached for comment, also was
reported unhappy over unac-
complished goals he had set
for the safety department.
Davis retired from the Air
Force after 37 years of serv-
ice. When he was appointed
safety director by Stokes he
returned to the city where he
attended public schools more
than 40 years ago.
During world war II. Davis
commanded the 332nd Fighter
group, an all-negro unit. He
was graduated from West Point
in 1936, the first black man to
do so.
- Workshops, a Public meeting.
Youth Leadership Conference,
' Undergraduate Seminars. and
Zeta Amicae Program. Topics
will include "Causes and Pre-
schools.
I He is also active in profes
sional purchasing organiza-
tions, having served as Presi-
dent of the National Institute
of Governmental Purchasing,
Inc. in 1966.
He was recently appointed
to the joint Federal, State and
local government panel for
procurement and supplies by
the General Services Adminis-
tration of the United States
Government.
Union Calls
Public Meet
On Tueaday night, July 14,
a public meeting was sponsored
by the Cooper International
Union of A.F.L. -CIO., at the
Kings Highway Baptist Church
, in Pine Bluff, Arkansas, This
4, meeting was called by Mrs.
Annie Carter, Presdent of Local
86. The purpose of this meet-
ling was to inform the com-
munity of their strike against
the Oak Flooring Company of
Pine Bluff, and to engender
community support.
GEN. BENJAMIN 0. DAVIS
Present at the meeting were
Mr. Earnest Higdom, Presi-
dent of Cooper International
Union of North America, A.F.L-
C.I.0.-C.L.C., Mr. Ervin Jacobs
of the State Trade and Labor
Council, A.F.L.-C.I.O., and at-
torney Robert Uhlig. Presiding
over the meeting was Rev.
Mott Mosley.
Mrs. Carter explained that
the reasons for the strike were
poor working conditions, poor
toilet facilities, and inadequate
wages. She stated that while
they have been on strike they
have not received cooperation
from the local police and, in
fact, the local police have at
tempted to intimidate the strik-
ers. Other speakers brought out
the fact that his strike involved
an all-black union against a com-
pany that is closely allied to the
local power structure. It is the
hope of the union to continue
these public meetings in order
to get wide spread support for
their cause.
Approximately 300 perssons
were present at this meeting.
JOAN GOLDEN
WLOK's director of CAC handled 1,000
phone calls last month. If you have a problem
call her at JA7 - 9565.
She was also chosen Woman of The Year.
24 HOURS
vention of Violence," "Health
Education for the Underprivi-
ledge," "Prenatal Care," and
"Drug Use and Effects."
The Program will also in-
clude selection of the "National
Volunteer of the Year" from
eight Regions representing
women of low income, recogni-
tion of chapter NAACP mem-
berships and the awarding of
Special Golden Certificates by
Roy Wilkins.
The closing activity will be a i
Special Dedication Ceremony at
Howard University, the found-
ing site of the sorority. Jan-
uary 16, 1920- The fve founders
will participate and be honored
at a Founders' Luncheon.
Several congressmen and
representatives of a large num-
ber of organizations and agen-
cies with headquarters in Wash-
ington are expected to attend
and participate on various parts
of the Soule Program: Local
representation will include 32 t
Zetas cf the Tri-State area,
Zeta Amicae and six friends
who will depart by chartered
Greyhound Bus, Saturday Au-
gust 1.
The delegation will be headedlf
by Alpha Eta Zeta Chapter
Basileus, Mrs. Loretta Kateo,
Antapokritis, M r s-, Bernice
Callaway and alternates. Mes-
dames Mable Hudson and Rosa
Sias. Sorors Marie Jordan and
Bernice Callaway are co-chair-
men of the Bus Tour which
will include stops at Mammoth
Game Here
According to Rev. W. A.
Suggs, president of the Mem-
phis-Shelby County Chapter
of the Tennessee State Alum-
ni Association, there is a pros-
pect that Tennessee State
University's Tiger football
team will be in Memphis this
fall to make
pea ranee.
This will be one of the topics
discussed a t t he Alumni
meeting, Saturday. August 1,
at the Peyton Place, 1979
Alcy at 4 pm.
Also to be discussed is the
further activation of the mem-
bership drive for the chapter:
among the hundreds of Ten-)
nessee State Alumni who live
n Memphis and the Mid-South'
area.
a rare ap-
Dr. A.P. Torrence. president
of Tennessee State University!
visited with the Memphis- i
Shelby County Alumni Asso-
ciation this summer and voic-
ed the need for more active'
alumni chapters in the state
to support the school's pro-
gram, and to up-grade financ-
ing of the University. He also
pointed out the usefulness
of an active alumni associa-
ion in finding and motivating
competent high school grad-
uates and other students at-
tending the institution.
The Memphis-Shelby County
Alumni hopefully this fall will
ulfill Dr. Torrence's request.
The Group feels that should
it succeed in its quest to
have the university's team
play in Memphis it will be
affording Memphis and the
Mid-South " an opportunity
to see one of the nation's
leading football powers in ac-
tion."
"As education improves, so will
the relationships between people
says Mr. Richard Dickerson, Manager
of RCA Educational Project
Development.
"Across the country our company
is working intimately with parents,
, community groups, teachers and ad-
ministrators to improve the quality
of education and job training pro-
grams:' Dick explains.
ROY C. NIXON
for
SHERIFF
" I want, and need your VOTE and
I promise you a dedicated Sheriff.'
Elect a professional -
Experienced in the administration of justice
* Six years Chief Deputy Sheriff
* One year Juvenile Court Administrator
*Eight years Memphis Police Department
A MAN WHO CARES
Paid for by T. C. King, Campaign Chairman
"Teams of RCA educational spe-
cialists are helping these people
evaluate their systems, and develop
relevant educational programs to
meet their special needs:'
Mr. Dickerson, 33, has been involved
in many phases of education over
the past eleven years.
He was a junior high school science
teacher and instructional supervisor
in his home town, Philadelphia.
Richard E. Dickerson, Manager, RCA Educational Project Development
•
•
re
In 1966, Dick was appointed Special
Assistant to the New York City
Board of Education.
And since 1968 he's been a key
member of the RCA Educational
Development staff at Cherry Hill,
New Jersey.
When teachers, school administra-
tors or community leaders consult
with him, he advises them on the
wide range of RCA's educational
services and equipment.
Audio-visual equipment like
classroom TV. Language labs.
Instructional records, tapes, films;
self-directing textbooks and
computer-assisted instructional
systems.
Dick says, "We prescribe individual
educational programs so each child
has the opportunity to learn as much
as he can, as fast as he can.
"We also do our thing with adults
to provide programs necessary
for job-related training and job
advancement.
"This is what [do, this is what weclo.
We are people-oriented; therefore
our focus is the total community:.
"We believe in education!"
41n.
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Sweet
Potatoes
UAW's Woodcock:
Demands Not inflationa
By ASHLEY P. CHESHIB
DALLAS — (UPI) — United
Auto Workers president Leon-
ard Woodcock said Sunday his
union's demands for wage in-
creases are not inflationary.
Woodcock said the inflation
would be worsened by the auto-
mobile industry passing along
to the consumer the cost of the
wage increases in the form of
higher prices for 1971 model
cars.
"It depends on whether they
stick to this profit formula,"
he said. "the one who causes
inflation should proceed to end
it. They don't have to raise
prices in order to meet our de-
mands."
Woodcock was elected presi-
dent of the UAW two months
ago when former president
Walter Reuther and his wife
were killed in a May 8 plane
crash. Woodcock was in Dallas
for the UAW's Region 5 con-
vention.
The contracts between the
UAW and the big three auto
makers (Ford, Chrysler and
General Motors) expire 11:59
p.m. Sept. 14. Woodcock said
the most important demand of
the UAW in their new contract
is an immediate wage hike.
"There must be a substan-
tial raise in the beginning," he
said. "Regarding wages we are
prepared to make some con-
cession in the second and third
year terms provided there is
full cost of living coverage."
Woodecck would not divulge
against which of the auto mak-
ers the UAW would strike if
the contract is not agreed up- 1
on by the deadline.
"We are moving now toward
getting it settled by Sept. 14,"
he said. "As for a strike, we
• ....
s .
GIBSON AIR SWEEP
We Service
What We Sell-
We Install
& Service-
We believe
this assures
of much
Better Service
GIBSON
Room Air-Conditioners 5,000 to 29,000 BTU
GIBSON
Air-conditions Freezers
Refrigerators- Washers - Dryers
1-24,000 Unit
Often Cools a
5-room House-
Terms as
LOW as
13.11 Per Month
PRIDDY & BURGESS
AIR CONDITIONING AND HEATING
1883 Lamar Open 8 A.M. to 9 P.M Call 275-1101
: MID-SOUTH'S FINEST
-MOST COMPLETE SUPER MARKETS
SOUTH MIDTOWN
—1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE 1610 MADISON
(WHITEHAVEN) EAST
5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)
Opeu 24 HRS.LI1 A DAY CLOSED SUNDAY
Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.
S6,000 per week available for your favorite charity!
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
Heavy
Roast
Miss Georgia Freestone Yellow
HalvesPeaches 29 oz.
Can 254p
Welchade 3-Limit
46 oz.
Grape Drink Can 290
—No return bottles
Double Colas iw amh
5-Limit 28 oz. Btl. QP/ • WO
Fred Montesi Enriched
, Hamburger or Hot Dog Pkg. of 8
Buns 3-total Limit 19*
center cut chuck
per lb. 59
Pad $2.55
Fred Montesi Country Style Chief Brand Chum
Prices in the ad effective noon, —Aug 5. thru
midnight Aug. 11. we reserve the
right to limit ouantities. None sold to dealer,.
Pop-up
Toastum
101/2 oz.
Box 350,
Morton House
Beef Stew 24 oz. Can 590
Duke's Pure
Vegetable Big 48 oz
Oil Btl. 594p
imit
& Fork Cut
6-Limit
1502.
Can 100
Fresh Pork
Chitter-
lings
10 Lb.
Dime Brand Sweetened
ondensed Milk
14 oz.
Can 330
Pure Pork
Sausage Salmon 16 oz. 690 
2 Lb. Bag 790
G d "A"ra e
Fryers Smucker's Peach
Cut Up Lb. 25$
Whole Lb. 2...o Preserves3-Limit n 
Kraft Velveeta
Cheese 2BLobx. *1.15
18 oz. 39*
Jar
Fred Montesi Grade A Large
jggS all white Infertle At 50
Doz. ""'"
vq)eaega Plain or Self-Rising
s.
- Flour 5 Lb. Bag 490
Oscar Mayer 3 oz. Can
Potted Meat 2/25ep
Fresh mm,
Ground HAM
BURGER
3 lb.pkg. ins
or more lb. MP'
Kieg Cotton
Sliced
Bacon
Thick
2 Lb Pkg $1.50
Fred Monies!
Sliced
Bacon
Southern Belle
Jazz Crackles
Dog Food 5 Lb Bag 590
Del Monte
Tomato Juice 46 01 3Can 50
Sacramento
Smoked Fruit Cocktail
Hams
Butt Portion Lb. 61
Shank Portion Lb. 49*.
(Reg. 794) Lb.
3001Can 33¢
Fred Montesi
SLICED BACON
1 FRED MONTESI (Reg. 7211 Lb
15$
FISHER BEEF BACON (Reg. 83( )Lb
WIWI Las coupoa and 6.00 adonal pur-
chase exchidlne value of eoupoa were/our
dime (freaks milk products and tobieco a/-
so excluded in compliance with state isol
Coupon ester** noon 'Wednesday A ;
1910.
are currently looking for a vol-
unteer but don't plan to make
that decision until a late,
date "
Woodcock said he believes
the industry will be able to
manufacture automobiles which
emit less pollution and can
compete with the foreign
markets.
"1 have faith in the research-
ers and engineers to believe
that they will either bring
down pollution or devise an-
other power source for these
cars and we are demanding
full assurance that these are
being done," he said
"If they (manufacturers)
compete they can beat the
imports," he said "But they
haven't been competing the
first half of this year and fore-
ign sales ha e reached a high
Of 13 per cent. In 1962 when
they were competing the im-
port sales fell to a desirable
4.9 per cent."
RE-ELECT
BEN C
WESSELS
CIRCUIT COURT
CLERK
ENDORSED BY OVER 500
SHELBY COUNTY ATTORNEYS
A PUBLIC OFFICIAL OF PROVEN ABILITY
AND QUALIFIED BY 18 YEARS
EXPERIENCE IN THIS OFFICE
Pad by friends of Be" C
Wessels, Jr.. Carlton N. Wilkes and
Olen C. Batchelor. Co-Cha,rmen.
Militant Leader Slain
HOUSTON — Carl B. Hampton, leader of headquarters late Sunday. Six other persons
-People's Party II," lies fatally wounded were injured in the incident. Approximate-
after a shootout with police in front of his ly 60 were jailed. (UPI Telephoto)
The Name Is The Same...
Houston Panther
Slain In Shootout
By DARRELL MACK
HOUSTON — (UPI) — More
than 200 police and black mili-
tants fired pistols, shotguns,
rifles and tommy guns in a
Sunday night ghetto gun battle.
A Negro leader was killed, six
oghers were injured and 58
were arrested.
"They were shootiug to kill
me and I was shooting to kill'
them," said J. 0. "Bo" Norris,
head of the Criminal Intel-
i,g,vnce Investigaz.Lin Depart-Negro for carrying a pistol.
merit of the Houston police.
"This is not the good old
days when you shoot 'em in
the I e g like in t h e cowboy
days," he said.
Norris led a Police party
firing from the top of the three
story St. John's Baptist church,
the tallest building in the Ne-
gro neighborhood. He said he
c•ame to the area Sunday night
when two patrolmen said they
were having trouble arresting a
PRODUCT OF U.S.A. 101)-1, NEUTRAL SPIRITS OIST ItE0 FROM CRAIN 90 PROOF CORDON S DR) 115 CO LTD ,LINDEN,N.I.
FREDERICK MAYS, YOUNG TELEVISION PRODUCER, IN A Bn
"As a TV producer, I strive for perfection. No aspect
of my series is too small to get my dedicated attention.
So when I do relax, it's with Gordon's Gin. After all,
they've dedicated a couple of hundred years of
! attention to the formula that keeps it perfect!"
GORDON 5 GIN. CREATED IN LONDON. ENGLAND IN !it39.
BIGGEST SELLER IN ENGLAND. AMERICA, THE WORLD.
Gordon's It's how the English keep their gin up!
The man ran into a churcl•
j during Sunday night services
and the congregation threu
him out. The incident at the
church aroused members of
"People's Party No- 2," a
!group similar to the Black
; Panthers, at their headquarters
three blacks away.
The shooting started at 10:25
p. m. Killed was Karl B. Hamp-
ton, 21, the leader of t he
Houston black militant group.
He died at 2:15 a- m. Monday,
three hours and six minutes
after he entered a hospital.
One of the injured was a
white Dallas youth affiliated
with the Students for a De-
mocratic Society. Police ar-
rested 23 persons in connection
with the shooting and others for
loitering in the vicinity of the
gunfight.
After the battle, police said
they found inside the black
militant headquarters crates of
weapon s, leftist literature,
books on how to make fire-
bombs and a portable hospital.
A police helicopter hovered
over the shooting scene during
the early morning hours, shin-
ing a spotlight down darkened
streets and onto rooftops.
Inside one building where one
shooting victim was found
there were three beer cans,
: two beer bottles, three empty
wine bottles and two empty pint
! gin bottles. They stood behind
a pool of blood.
"Our instruction were to re-
turn the fire and protect our-
selves," Norris said.
Buy
Saving
Bonds
ELECT
RUSSELL X
THOMPSON
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE
for
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
DISTRICT 8
•A Practicing •A Mon of
Lawyer Proven Ability
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By HAZEL GARLAND
PIANIST ROGER WILLIAMS who has become one of the
world's most popular concert and recording artists, credits
two men for having the greatest influence on his (playing
style. Both men just happen to be black, And even though the
two, the late Art Tatum and Teddy Wilson won world-wide
recognition for this artistic ability on the keyboard, I doubt
if either received the financial rewards of their star pupil.
BECAUSE ROGER WILLIAMS happens to be white, he
managed to reap big rewards for his artistry on piano. After
winning a contest on the old Arthur Godfrey Talent Scout
Show on television, after being introduced by Teddy Wilson,
Williams went on to gain fame in the field of entertainment.
His records have sold in the millions and he is sought after for
concert appearances and as a guest 01 the various TV variety
shows.
IT WAS WHILE Williams was serving as co-host with
Mike Douglas the other week that he revealed his great ad-
miration for both Tatum and Wilson. As an aspiring young
pianist Williams said he used to buy all of Tatum's old 78
records and try to interpret his style by ear. He said as a
young man he used to visit all of the places that he could
find where he had an opportunity to see and hear Tatum in
person.
HE WASN'T THE lone admirer of the great blind pianist.
Williams told Mike Douglas that such internationally famous
artists as Rachmaninoff, Horowitz and George Gershwin
used to visit the small dives to enjoy the sheer genius of
Tatum in action. Williams' rendition of one of Tatum's beauti-
ful compositions. "Elligy," was terrific.
WILLIAMS HAD AN opportunity to study under Teddy
Wilson when the former pianist with the Benny Goodman
Quartet, taught at Julliard for eight years. Teddy said he grew
up with Tatum. According to Williams, those who knew genius
called Art Tatum the "Beethoven of the Piano," and Teddy
Wilson the "Mozard of .Jazz."
WHEN PITTSBURGH'S GREAT singer, Billy Eckstine
visited his home town, he thrilled the TV and radio audience
by singing on two different occasions. He was brought to Pitts-
burgh to sing the National Anthum and the opening cere-
monies of the new Three Rivers Stadium which was televis-
ed. A few days later Billy returned to the stadium and sang
again for the radio broadcast. It was agreed by all who heard
him that never has "The Star Spangle Banner" been sung
with more beauty and fervor.
Dandruff
Sometimes
Is Serious
Although dandruff is consid-i
ered more of an unsightly nuis-
ance than a disease by many
persons, when neglected, it can;
lead to a scaling scalp infec-
tion. inflammation of the eye-
lids, or an ear infection.
Accordim; to an article for
pharmacists from which this
information was gleaned, treat-
ment for dandruff can be as
simple as washing hair and
scalp.
However, an effective dan-
druff shampoo should be sub.
added. "And- d o n't forget
asbestos mitts for handling hot
pans."
A sturdycardboard carton
or wooden box makes a satis-
factory pantry for the camp-
site. All non-refrigerated foods,
with the exception of those in
cans, should be stored in air-
tight plastic containers to pro-
tect against dampness and in-
sects and also to keep from at-
tracting hungry animals.
As an extra precaution, tent
campers 
 
visiting wilderness
areas are often advised to
lock their provisions inside the
car at night before retiring,
Mrs. Church noted.
Families who are totally in-
experienced in outdoor living
really shouldn't attempt a
major vacation trip until
they've tried camping for at
least one weekend.
be or borrowed equipment, gives
"A trial outing, with rented
To save space, it may 
well to. substitute duffel or laun-
-
you a chance to learn some of
dry bags and conveniently siz- the realities of camping—and
ed boxes for the usual suit-
cases. For such items as per-
sonal toilet articles, postage
,s tamp s, extra film for the Veterans agree that part of
Icamera, and first aid supplies, the fun of camping is meeting
Isturdy plastic containers, with new people year after year and
airtight lids to keep out mois- exchanging ideas. Among the
men, talk usually runs to travel
routes and the mechanics of
setting up camp under varying
conditions. Women, of course,
Whether fresh food Is to are more interested in tips for
travel in a regrigerator or a pie- easier cooking and "housekeep-
nic cooler, it must be packed
securely to retain the cold and
withstand jolts or sudden stops.
Here again, plastic containers
in various shapes and sizes are
usually the best answer f o r
items like butter, meats, chees-
es, fruits, and vegetables, since
their tight lids prevent spills
and keep flavors intact. Some
of these can double later as
of the shampoo is necessary to
serving dishes at mealtime and
control the condition, thus simplify clean-up chores.
A dermatologist may pre-
scribe special therapy for stub- 
of camping 
who expect to do a lot
in future yearsborn cases. But, for the usual al camping
case. "a pleasant shampoo may 
specialwish to invest in a cia
containing the proven-effective set of cooking ut
ensils that nest
to conserve space. However,
'it's quite possible to prepare
three good meals a day with
just a few basic utensils from
home.
"Take along a large covered
skillet, one or two saucepans
with lids, and a big kettle or
Dutch oven." Mrs. Church sug-
gested, "and you can manage
anything from breakfast eggs
or pancakes to a hearty stew.
"If you plan to do all or part
of your cooking over open grill,
of course, you'll also need long-
handled tools, including spoon,
fork, spatula, and tongs." she!
stituted for a plain one. "A
problem with many is that they
do not maintain treeatment,"
the article notes- Habitual use
Packing Tips For
Camping Vacation
More families than ever are
taking to the highways with
tents. trailers, and live-aboard
travel vans — not merely for
the sake of vacation economy,
but also for the freedom of
traveling at their own pace and
simply getting away from it all
in the great out-of-doors.
Planning and packing pro-
visions for such a trip is a chal-
lenge, particularly to the no-
vice camper. Not only clothing,
but also bedding, food supplies,
and cooking equipment must
be considered. And space is
likely to be at a premium.
"With coin-operated laundries
readily available — if not in
campgrounds, at towns en
route, you can keep clothing to
a minimum," suggests Mrs.
Pauline Church, home service
advisor for a leading house-
sulfur and other medications
will give the continuous control
needed."
(A number of effective dan-
druff shampoos which contain
sulfur can be used as a "regu-
lar" shampoo after the condi-I
bon clears. One of these also
contains an antibacterial agent
which provides an invisible:
barrier to scalp infection, which'
becomes increasingly effective
with regular use.>
Half of the people who enter
a drug store have dandruff,
according to the article.
wares manufacturer
ture, are ideal. They may also
come in handy when it's neces-
sary to pack wet swim suits
and caps.
make sure that it appeals to the
entire family," the home serv-
ice advisor said.
hoc,
For the solutions to their food
packing problems, travel-wise
campers head for the house-
wares sections of their favorite
department or hardware stores,
where they can find practical
plastic containers in just the
sizes and shapes they need.
Keep It Clean
Warm weather makes people
want to walk more, and often
tired sore feet are the price one
pays. Pamper your feet with a;
daily bath in soapy water, a
vigorous massage with a rough
towel and a generous applica-
tion of foot powder.
Consumer Tip
Apples that "go to pieces",
when cooked are usually best
for applesauce. Those that
beep their shape are best for
baking whole. Tart apples are
good for cooking; sweeter ap-
ples for eating raw.
We get carried away when
you come around...
and we love it!
Budweiser
is the only beer in America
that's Beechwood Aged
(But you know that.)
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...TO HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOD
FOR  LESS MONEY...
AND STILL GET
gret9er TOP 
VALUE
can't do as well
STAMPS!
You
anywhere else!
PEPSI COLA,
7.-UP or DR. FRUIT PIES BREAD
PEPPER
1 or 10-oz. BOTTLE $6 BTL3 CTNS
WITH OUR COUPON OFFER
1 BANQUET1 t4 DiPKG
MEL-O-SOFT
74 $14 1 Lb4 ozLOAVES
U. S. CHOICE TENDERAY
ROUND STEAK
L6
Or SWISS STEAK
BONE IN
5'
COUNTRY CLUB ALL-BEEF
HAMBURGER
3 
PKG
5
LE 9
FRYING
CHICKEN
CUT UP
MIXED
PARTS 94
GOLDEN-RIPE
BANANAS
Ot
CANTALOUPES
31
THOIVIPSON
SEEDLESS
GRAPES
FRESH PICNIC „45t
MORRELL'S PRIDE
SLICED BACON 120z 694PKG.
CLOVER VALLEY FREESTONE
PEACHES
HALVES
1-Lb. 3 Oz
CAN
KLEENEX . TOWELS 3Ro1
KMIERYONNAISE .,49
100 EXTRA
'TOP VALUE
STAMPS
with this
coupon and
0 purchase,
excluding tobacco and
fresh or frocon mUir 
a1
products and in add-
ition to any other pur-
chase requirements.
"S.Good thru Tues.. 
?Or limit one
*1114‘
I." 11 1 1 1 111 41 1/ 61Xler
COUPON
Pepsi Cola,
7-Up or Dr.
Pepper
3 6-80. CtnSs. 1 1
noth this coupon and
Sti 00 additional purchase,
exciuding tobacco and
fresh or frozen milk
Products.
Good thru Tues., Pug 4
Limit ono.
1111,,_.
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FOR EXTRA
TOP VALUE
STAMPS
EXP 84/70
with 2 pkgs Country Oven
IF Cookies
50 with 2 cans either Kroger
Chili Hot Dog Sauce or
Corned Beef Hash
2
z n withl pkgs Kroger Sandwich 3
BUM or Wiener Rolls
zo With 2 pkgs Bar 5-0 Spiced 4
4i h 2 
Meats
pkgs Fryer Breast, 5
:
4 slaegusa, geThighs
or with 1 lb pkg Tenn Pnde 6
4 
25 writ a dozen Lemons orLimes
25 with 2 heeds of lettuce'
25
lib, or more Onions
With 5 et/Vs of Cora
25 ‘ribth 59C or more Tornistoet
25 with t-lbs-iii-Wwire
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Gant Chain Assists
Promising Black Firm
Th4sischasing power of one
of thUtion's leading retail-
ers i jag to create a high-
ly viola black-owned business
whosCpresident predicts sales
will 'each the million-dollar
markslitia year, the Daily De-
tencletitrarned
Tha...-Ntroit based firm,
YeanClIen On The Move, has
reeeived a substantial commit-
ment lion F. W. Woolworth for
threejlew products it recently
developed. Woolworth is one of
the oiriginal customers of this
year-dld firm. According to
Young Men On The Move
president Jefferson Hicks this
regent Woolworth commitment
will Place his firm well within
the reach of its sales goal for
this car.
Wailwortb, the first national
retail& to offer support to
Young Men On The Move, be-
gan inerchandising the firm's
first Product last summer. Its
"Rollamatic" unit consists of
a eonibination memo pad, ball-
point pen and desk stand.
In -April of this year the
manufacturer commemorated
the see of more than one mil-
lion of these items with a spe-
cial program at its plant at-
tended by Robert Brown, spe-
cial assistant to President
Nixon; John S. Roberts, pres-
ident :a Woolworth, and other
executives in the retailing in-
dustry who have followed the
Woolworth lead in supporting
Young Men On The Move.
The new products are a
"Dial and File" memo box, a
plastic dustpan with long up-
right handle, and a blank cas-
sette cartridge unit. The memo
box was developed by the com-
pany with the assistance of
Woolworth buyers. In its contin-
uing programs to help in the
development of more black-
owned businesses in the coun-
try Woolworth has offered the
services of these experts on
packaging and merchandising
who have worked closely with
these young enterpreneurs in
developing their products for
the national market.
According to Hicks, Wool-
worth's commitment for the
new products will enable Young
Men On The Move to employ
approximately 100 teenagers on
a full-time basis this summer.
In the fall, he explained, these
youngsters will be offered
part-time employment after
school. The company has
full-time workers at its plant
in the Detroit suburb of Royal
Oak.
In addition to its manufac-
turing operations, Young Men
On The Move has been actively
involved in teen-age-oriented
programs in Royal Oak, includ-
ing tutorial services and cul-
tural e n richment projects.
These have been supplemented
with the company's efforts to
RE-ELECT
GUY BATES
ECOUNTY REGISTER
A TRUE REPRESENTATIVE
OF ALL THE PEOPLE
laid for by IricnCIS or Guy Hates Hai Old C. Streibith. Chairman
provide summer employment
for students. The total program
has gained the praise of Pres-
ident Nixon who congratulated
Hicks and his associates for
their "initiative and positive
approaches in enlisting the en-
thusiasm and the energy of our
young people in your proj-
ects."
The President said further,
"I have every hope that the
message of your self-help
projects will bring fulfillment
and satisfaction to these young
people throughout their lives."
The new products manufac-
tured by Young Men On The
Move will be distributed to lar-
ger F. W. Woolworth stores
throughout the 50 states and the Fayette officials to pre-
Puerto Rico. vent or suppress these reported
acts, conduct and offenses."
Evers denied the reports and
said he knew nothing of any
injury or property damage
alleged incidents, but that
mentioned by the governor.
He said any persons with a
complaint could file an affa-
davit with the police.
The Mayor also denied that
police had any knowledge of
"peaceful protests" would be
allowed in the Jefferson Coun-
ty Community while he was
Mayor.
Mrs. Jimmy Walker, editor
of the Weekly Fayette Chronic-
al, reported last week a group
A NEW TWIST
Evers Denies Whites'
Intimidation Charges
Classified Ads
Business Opportunity
164.1 DIM•Mitippi
For Sale Peggle's Patio. Includes Cate,
restaurant and night club plus all
fixtures. 00011 business, good location.
Terms available. Also has rental
property.
PERRY IS REATLTY CO
774-8343 946-6421
WANTED
Part-time radio technician holding
F.C.r, 1ST CLASS RADIO TELE-
PHONE LICENSE.
Send resume to P.O. Box 248,
Memphis. Tenn. 38101
,An Equal Opportunity Employeri
itome For Sale
1140 Starline WeatwOod Hills 3 Isdrm„
pie baths carpet, air conditioned, den
and playroom. Intercom, all electric
kitchen, double garage, corner lot
ChM. 332-4795.
Barber wanted plenty of work. Phone
A Gartman WE 8-9262.
Home For Salo
4 Bdrm. den separate dining room eat
in kitchen sewing room 116.500 will
carry notes 2673 Burns,
Homes For Sale
1263 Neptune
3 Bedrm. home just off Trigg, mg
be fixed up and sold at the FHA
appraisal.
1066-98 Garland
Duplex - Bell on FHA terms,
1041 Walker
Large 3 bedroom home - interior like
new. Will sell on FHA terms.
"C" Ogan Realtor ofc. 458-33733329 Poplar res. 363-8246
Auto For Sale
1963 Buick LeSabre. 4 dr. hardtop.
Air cond., power steering, powerbrakes, excellent condition - 534-1301after ) p.m and weekends 396-3266.
Other Car Renters
answer to the
home office.
Cari Carson
answers to you.
HIDE GRAY HAIR
' .
5111KBIAN
DOUBLE ACTION
/COLORS 6LRY WI BUS
)2 MESSES IUJR Ulna
ATM" DRUGSTORES
VOTE FOR
HOWARD A. COHN
SHELBY COUNTY
DEMOCRATIC
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
DISTRICT 1 5 - AT LARGE
AUGUST 6 -
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY
N THE TRI.STATE DEFENDER DIRECTORY V,The Tri•State Defender Gus On Sale Each Thursday At The fellowila Luaus:
Air* Grocery
!Atm Ave.
gireonct Semdr°
111o1hy's !Nog Seers
250 Soma A 
0411s Suniliy
943 4.•wliorkile 526.9940'
CiioN•1 Piliscrioelor. Shell
530 Vans*
Csiiirs1 Sundry
1066. Calhoun
PtRood DrlootoFool Reed
• Selo.
72 Rundle
Gongs Mollme• News
110 Pletrystene
11114cvlent Sundry
1550 IMetlyerwenal
Otsidect's "ioacwiry
31.311 Weal Ave. 321.9322
.1.11. Sender
414 Vence Avenue
jet twiroln Coos*, i
Isp S. Rioltwray I.
ifsitersen G rec 'try
41/81  Mon Lek• Rd.
Jay Sundry
Pei Collo
MIT Smoky
.5119 Pooh Ave 452.3101
315y Soo*?
211%. Dode,
1
311• Hone Cr.,
011yakeywited
Pori. Kiwiek (kiwi Inn Geo
2268 Pea Ave
•
Dellguue 7/11 Ornse Inn Gra.
1804 S. Bellevue
3 Si Sundry
2119 Ckels•s Ave
Petersen Grocery
3540 Weavter Rd.
Iteuffrnen OrInoln Grocor
1 297 Laudriol•l•
KI•neyk• Fool C•nt•r
1267 Millowln• 276-9509
•
Kt.ndyk. Survey
1 293 Mill•ntiv• 272.3112
LI 14 Sundt,'
142 SlIvoege
MeGtosen Sundry
319 Vence
Msc 1)..‘,•
367 Ti.,...
Ave2017 hue 
Moos, Sunder
446 Welker
M•lr•s• Goiter,
2636 Peel Ave.
M• Win Svnilfi
$OO Ml...
Mod•11.o.cullry
204 W. Rooks
Meows,
On kindles/0N
MIMI Sundry
Mesollten & Suprent•
News MART
All Orio•4.74... Popo.
10 IL 16oln 52646411
14661 Sundry
Vonc• S L
Oriole Drsg
1014 iiiiisels•1991 94247/2
R•s•wimol Rhetoric,
1914 Leurkrel•l•
R•s• Lynn Sundry
421 S. Orleans
Sandoi_ Drug Co
565 S. Perkwey E. 948.4521
Russell Resell Oyu*
2445 Chelsea
Slivoe Sew DrIvevIn
178 W. MItetwall Rd.
Simmer* Sundry
gown & Loniordolo
SAM/1MM DM.
752 E. Melina..., 946.4576
Sootier Drugs
.2192 Chola** 276454 1
Smith Sundry
1447 111orld•
Smirk's T 
 Soule• Sr.
337 Mitchell
Stonn•tr• Sundry
448 Milks* Avow*
Trigg Avenue Sundry
455 r. Ttlge
Suet., Phoneme y
1046 Themes
3254111 - 526.9727
Triple A Sundry d
303 Vone•
Wafils Soponorks.
226 VO. Rood
WORLD NEWS CO.
All OuweE.Towt Repos
115 Wore* Ave 534.930
Weelc•
Sock 3.4
VS la Suniry
3092 Civilise
N ifty Sundry
2541 Supr•on
Lero., Sundry
2084 Ckelsor
Lincoln Smoky
452 Richmond
WellIngon Sweet Sum*
618 s. isd I I ington
Prescott Drus•
S. Bellew).* & GIII
Littler Lite Sundry
1449 Lathe's
Gown, Drugs
281 W. taiici,411
News Vender
Kroger S. 3e4
News Mon*"
Mel. of Linden
Nevi Vender
Mile lc Vence/
News Vends,
Main Celkorn
Mews Vender
Kreps/ Airways et Lower
V.A. 14•spirel Vend
•
Vie's 5wwirlios
3013 i•Ilknean Ave
Millington Sloe,
Modlinstort
231 1. IdoLono.•
JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI
Gov. John Bell Williams sent a
telegram to black Mayor Char-
les Evers of Fayette at week's
end asking that action be taken
to curtail reported acts
threats and intimidation.
Williams said, "investiga-
tions reflect that citizens in
Fayette have been and are
being subjected by certain
groups to threats and intimi-
dation in the free exercise of
the rights and privileges secur-
ed to them by law."
-These acts of intimidatii,
have apparently occurred with
full knowledge of the Fayette
police," Williams said. "I await
your immediate reply advising
me of the action to be taken by
Evaluate
Pre-School
Assembly
The Progressive minded Pro-
visional League . of Women
Voters of Memphis-Shelby
County presented a program
on the value of Pre-School
night at Siena College Assem-
bly Room.
The program was one of the
Leagues most interesting and
provacative seminars. Special
attention was given to Mandl-
tory vs. Private Kindergarten,
and the Evaluation and pro-
grams for children with learn-
ing problems.
Authorities in the area pre-
school education and children
with learning problems who
conducted the seminars were
Dr. Marvin Gotlieb. associate
professor of Pediatrics at
the University of Tennessee
Medical Units, director of
University of Tennessee Cli-
nics of exceptional children,
an part-time consultant eva-
luating children with learning
problems: Dr. Leon Lebovitz,
director of Psychological Ser-
vices of Memphis City Schools
and director of the Memphis
City Schools Mental - Health
Clinic: and Dr. Rose Woolner,
associate professor of Edu-
cation and coordinator of early
childhood education at Mem-
phis State University.
8 CONVENIENTLOCATIONS
ItchL I OLIO LIKE rOt
T PREFERENTIAL
SERVICE
FOR SALE BY
U.S. GOVERNMENT
VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION
690 North 6th Street 511.9.50
11 roorni, 4 baths. FR No Down
Payment
VA TO MA-KE NO REPAIRS OR
U77IJTY CHECK
689-91 Bethel (Duplex) 510.950
10 rooms, 2 baths. FRIWIS $2.56
5 West Biscayne 51175;
6 rooms. I bath. .4sb 5250 Downi
I 752 Carlyle
—S170506 room s.2 baths, BV IFR. 
1410 Dori
367ro9-o7rni . Asb. So 8 Down
s•C 2habartethj 
N 
,
Payment
25 YEAR LOAN- VA TO MAKE
NO REPAIRS ORUTILITY CHECK
3464-Dereeerr
rooms, I bath. Asb. 5250 
1274 Greenwood 111.250
8 rooms. I bath. Asb Shingle
Down
649 King Road
4 rooms, 1 bath FRI w$ o2 od ISid
50 
°85w0"
No Down Payment
P. YEAR LQA N- VA 7'0MAKE NO
REPAIRS OR U77LITY CHECK
1549.51 Maplewood SS. _$ 7,750
7 rooms. 2 baths. FR IWIS
Down Payment
VATIC) MAKE NO REPAIRS -OR
ue 9,150
2U774 3 2141 0 np,XC aH nECA
5 rooms, I bath. FR 1250 Down
4606 Percy Road '510.950
5 rooms, 1 bath, BV $250 Down'
3384 Rochester $ 
4rooms.1 bath. A sb 
1,5025062 n ,v".
1381 Standridge .1 9.950
6 rooms. I bath. Asb 3250 Down
2296 Valentine 519,950
8 rooms. 2 baths, FR $450 Down
1136-38 Railton Ave. $32,750
10 rooms. 2 tkith. BV (Duplex)
1750 Down
Lew lems. 84% Loom avoNaMt
NO DISCRIMINATION
ANYONE CAN BUY
See Any Broker
MAYOR CHARLES EVERS
of up to 70 blacks came into
her newspaper plant, tearing
down flags and hurling verbal
abuse. She said the group de-
manded an apology for re-
marks attributed to her in a
national magazine story of
Evers' first anniversary as
Mayor of a biracial town. Shel
denied making the remarks.' I
Pickets appeared at t h e
newspaper plant Monday, and
on Tuesday a 71-year-old white
merchant filed an affadivit
charging assault a gainst a local
black. Joe Str a s s. whose
grocery store has been on a .
black boycott list since 1963,
- -
PANELINGt
,-. •
$2,96 ,9
FIRST-L1NE
3 colo'rs.
2153 CENTRAL
at Cooper
276-7321
said he was struck on t h e
porch of his home.
Authorities said the alleged
assailant, identified as James
McBride, filed a similar coun-
tercharge and both men were
placed under $25 bond.
COUPON
MAHALIA JACKSON'S
FISH
SPECIAL
2 For 1
Buy
one...
GET ONE
FREE
With Coupo
Offer Good
Every Wed.
For The
Month Of
July
At All
Locations
MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
FreeEstimates
E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.
Termites
Reaches
Rats & Fleas
We Kill
All Bugs
F.H A. IL V.A. Cert,litisies hived
- Mosier Charge & Boni,
Arner.cord Accepted—Our Sys-
too" ,s Sate. to Co,ldren & Pet.
EVERS Termite &
Pest Control System
Ca11.327-6033 Any Time
LUCKIEST MAN IN WORLD???
"Everything he touches turns to (9L19." Have yea evil'
beard this quotation? Of course; ticAl have. Well this is
what they say about Bro. Fred Wilson of Los Angeles,
California. ordained Dr. of Diviiityi the best spititnal
Worker in the. country today. Don't. gamble on anything,
including numbers, cards, dice, bingo, Dogs, HORSES, until
you talk to him and find out abont the "Mule" And the
Tobey. Ile makes the best "Hands" in the world. CaN for
FREE advice 24 hours a day. Advice on love, money Mut-
ters, and court cases.
Area Code 213-734-3918 Los Angeles, Calif.
LOAN UFFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 DEALS STREET JA 6-5300
*itzioaiiiiAmsimmimagyaragawasesigagowviimmemmmigaNdiellirk,m11..—
Buy U. S. Savings Bonds
• LEARN TO DRIVE 1
•
•
• If You Have Any Trouble What so our
In Getting Driver license
•
• Call •
Tennessee Driving School
•
: BR 5-3600
(Get the Best
Used Cars From the
Get Mire Dealer!
2FISHER
 
1925 UNION AVE.
275-1148
3250 SUMMER
324.4444
FIEDDERS Savings
Celebration
SAVE up to 540.00 on the most famous air conditioner in the world *
18,000 BTU's
Only $28495
Y
CM -.1ra'n
Save Big on Fedders, the biggest name in air con-
ditioning. Fedderstelebrates its 75th birthdaywith
four commemorative air conditioners; You cele-
brate with precious dollars saved when you buy one
of these Diamond Jubilee air conditioners nowt
01101111111111111111111111111
EXCEPTIONALLY POWERFUL
cools an entire floor of most home, where
adequate circulation exists
I 23,500 BTU's 14,000 BTU's 8,000 BTU'ssaves save $30 save $20534495 '24495 '18495
it 011ie Sound Barrier design
Handsomisfrorttpasek
concealed ccntrois
•1C HI (for super fast coating)
and Locool
▪ Adiustabte autornatiO
thermostat
-.ft Advanced sirdireCti011
control
lc Reserve Cooling RoAiefe
for extra hot days
Powerful dell J Mid ,t Cation
fr washabreGertricioical
liter
-k Totally enclosedz;ric.ciad
steel cabinet
FEDDERS, World's Largest Selling Air Conditioners
•D•amond Jubilee models compared to comparable capacity standard Fodder. mod.
C
APPLIANCE CO
L. E. GATLIN R G. KINKLE I.. t. GATLIN JR.
!SINCE 1945' 5 LOCATIONS
• 3431 SUMMER 
 324-4406
• 5237 POPLAR 
 4.. 6$2-16i
r• 311$ THOMAS (HWY. Si N011tiNI . 35111-45/13
• 2574 LAMAR o • 7434370
• 4255 HWY. 51 SOUTH 
 396.099S
ALL 5 STORES OPEN 9 EVERY NIGHT
WE SERVICE
Pi
WEAK PRINT ""IN
+WV
• or
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FABULOUS DEPARTMENT STORES .BETTER QUALITY COSTS YOU LESS OR YOUR MONEY BACK
FRAYSER STORE ONLY 3128 NORTH THOMAS ONLY ,
SPECIAL PURCHASE
MENS SHORTY 1166
PAJAMAS
SIZES A-B-C-D
MYSTERY OF BLACK
SHAMPOO
HOLDING SPRAY EACH7 .
EASY COMB SETTING SPRAY
WOODBURY HAND AND BODY
ARRID
EXTRA-DRY SPRAY
DEODORANT
14 OZ. CAN
REG PRICE Si 00
PER BOTTLE
REG. PRICE S1.99
KRAZY KAR
99
REG. PRICE S12.87
MORE CRAZY DAY SAVINGS FOR OUR FOXY CUSTOMERS!
SPORTY
LADIES
LOAFERS
200
CHARGE
IT AT
ZAYRE
NESTEA
ICED TEA MIX
PANTY
GIRDLES
1 91
MINI, AVERAGE OR
LONG LEG LENGTHS
S-M-L-Xl.
PANTY 119
HOSE I
ZAYRE NORTHGATE ONLY
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS
MON. THRU SAT. 10 A.M. 10 10
BED PILLOWS
2 FOR $3
DELICIOUS
MARSHMALLOWS
WHILE
QUANTITIES
LAST
I.
COOL
SEAT CUSHION
88'
- 81/2 x 11/2
ROOM SIZE
',TWEED
1 0 °
ea .."11115Pet 
I°
414 RUGS.4„
+Arm,
•••■•
.1••••
v--011011111
REG S1488
3128 NORTH THOMAS
12 NOON TO 6 P.M.
P.M. PARKING FREE AND EASY
IT AT
MYR
4
 •
